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CROSS SECTIONS FOR PRODUCTS OF 90 MEV NEUTRONS ON CARBON 

Do Ao Kellogg 

ABSTRACT 

Determinations have been made of the cross sections for the 

products of 90 Mev neutrons on carbon in the case of practically all 

reactions that occuro Beta counting of the activities generated in a 

rotating polyethylene disc yielded cross sections for the production 

of some heavy fragments~ identified as to isotope and atomic numberG 

Cloud chamber study yielded cross sections for almost all reactions, 

but resulted in the identification of most of the heavy framgents only 

by atomic numbero The rotating disc method cross sections were normal= 

ized to the cl2(n$2n)Cll cross section, and the cloud chamber method 

cross sections were normalized to the n-p cross sectione 

The relative and absolute yields of protons~ deuterons~ and 

tritons of high energies were determined by the cloud chamber method 

and compared with the results of Hadley and Y~rk(6)1 the agreement 

was excellento 
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,GROSS SECTIONS FOR PRODUCTS OF 90 MEV NEUTRONS ON CARBON 

Do A. Kellogg 

Io INTRODUCTION 

Study of the nuclear reactions of carbon is necessary for the 

analysis o~ events occuring during irradiation of organic tissueso 

Furthermore~ the symmetric nuclear constitution and possibleoC-particle 

substructure of carbon 12 makei its nuclear reactions hold special in-

tereste In particular, reactions of carbon with neutrons of 90 Mev 

are studied because the theory of the compound nucleus is not valid 

at this energy, and information may be gained concerning knock-on inter-

actions and spallations., 

In recent years Cook et al.(l) and DeJuren and Knable(2) have 

determined the total and inelastic cross sections for 90 Mev neutrons 

on carbon-9 but there has been little data made available on specific 

neutron reactions with carbon at this energyo Two notable exceptions 

are (1) the re~ction cl2 (n;2n) ell which has been studied theore.tically 

by Heckrotte and Wolfr(4)~ and experimentally by McMillan and York(5) 
- - -· 

and (2) the e.jection of protons~ deuterons and tritons studied by Hadley 

and York(6)~ It is to be noted that the work of Hadley and York cannot 

designate the specific nuclear reactions involved without ambiguity~ 
-- -- -- -- -· 

since singly charged particles may be ejected from carbon leaving a 

variety of residual nucleio· Furthermore, their experimenta~ method 

placed limitations on the lowest energy that adetectable ejected par= 

ticle may haveo 
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The object ·or the present work is to determine relative and 

absolute cross sections 1 as far as possible, for all reactions that 

occur in carbon bombarded by 90 Mev neutronso The general plan is 

to accept the present values of the cross sections for the two follow-

ing processes: 

(1) cl2 (n;2n) ell cross section 22 t 4 millibarns 

(McMillan and York(5)) 

(2) n-p scattering cross section 77 :t lo5 millibarns 

(Composite value f~o~ work of Hadley(~ al~7), 
DeJuren and Knable\2} and Cook et al, I7) 

These values are used as monitors to put all cross sections that 

are measured upon an absolute scaleo For further comparison and checks, 

the present best values for the elastic, inelastic and total carbon 

cross sections are also usedo 

At the outset it is to be noted that the "90 Mev" neutrons used 

in bombarding carbon are produced by 190 Mev deuteron bombardment of 

a half-inch beryllium target (Serber stripping(8)) in the 184-inch 

cyclotrono The resulting neutrons have· an energy spectrum measured ex

perim~ntally by Hadley et al.( 7) and Brueckner et ai~ 9) as having a peak 

with a maximum at about 90 Mev, and a half-width of 25 to JO Mevo How-

ever, all cross sections used for comparison and normalization or meas~ 

ured in this work were determined with this same neutron beam. In a 

few cases, differing average detection energies (8J to 95 Mev) have 

made extrapolation or interpolation to 90Mev necessaryo Henceforth 

in this work it is to be assumed that all reactions and cross sections 

mentioned are for the typical 90 Mev spectrum just described, unless 

specifically indicated otherwiseo 
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' .. It is a~so ~ecessary to defi~e the word "reactionw as it will 

be used here, with regard to time and mecha~ism. In this work, the 

time after collision at which an event is described and classified is 

arbitrarily set at 10=3 to 10':"2·sec~nd ~ecause of t;he experimental 

limitations of the methods used. This means that the ejection of a 

Be8 nucleus_from carbon ~ith its subsequent breakup into two alpha 

particles in lo-14 or less· of. a··.:second(lO) is descfibed as· the· ejection 

.of tw~, a~pha particles directly from the nucleus, even though there 

., -, . is. e:videp:ce that the ac;:tual mechanism is propably through Be~ in m,.ost 

, cases(ll)., Likewise, ejection of particles from the nucleus ~fter a 
..... ~ - . : ; ~~· ., ... ~ ' . 

very short delay rather t~~n as immediate knockouts is not detected. 
t ! •• 

_Lastly, an arbitr_ary but ill-defined boundary between heavy 

and light fragments produced from carbon nuclei is set at the element 

Helium as a.matter of terminology. 
• 4-... • ".. . 

Some of the specific points of interest to be investigated 
- • ; • •, - ~ ... f • 

are as follows g · 

1o Me~surement of the cl2(n;p):sl2 cross section, which is of 

interest.because it tells the probability of a proton knockout with .. 
•• •: - .- .., '& ' • 

the neutron remaining trapped in the nucleus long enough for a subse-
- f J I 

quent· beta d:cay ('1'~.::: Oo025 se~onds). 

,2o The mechanisms by which high and low energy protons, deuterons 

and tritons are prodU,ced- i.e., knock=on or pick ... up versus spallation. 

3. ·The pr~sence of Li8 as a residual nucleus. This has been 

confirmed by two experim,enters, but doubt has been cast indirectly 

by a thirQ.o 
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4. The splitting of carbon into three alpha particles at this 

neutron energyo 

5. The. re·action' cl2(n;3n)c10 

6o 'The reaction cl2(n;?)He6 

7c The reaction cl2(n;?)Be7 

8. · The possibility of splitting of the carbon nucleus into two 

roughly ·equal fragments by neutrons. 

9. Remeasuring the relative and absolute yields of protons, 

deuterons andtritons as reported by Hadley and York(6), and Brueckner 

and Powell(l2) for possibie improveme~t in the accuracy thereof and 

extension of the·data to lower energies. 

10. Determination of the inelastic neutron cross section for 

carbon. 

11. Summarizing all known reaction cross sections of 90 Mev 

neutrons on carbon and comparing the sum to the total carbon cross 

section., 

·A basic difficulty is'that of attempting simultan~ous identi-
t ~ ~ \ 

ifcation of the•light fragments and of the heavy residual nucleus re-

sulting from any given interactiono It is hard t·o think of any plausible 

method of doing so in any but isolated special cases. However, as 

will be seen, positive statements can be made concerning the identity 

of all products of a given reaction in some cases. 
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IIo PRINCIPLES OF EXPER~£NTAL VillTHODS 

The two methods employed to identify reaction products and 

measure cross sections are: 

lo Identification and counting of the beta-particle activities 

of the heavy re·sidual nuclei produced from carbono 

2o Identification and counting of the prongs of carbon stars 

photographed in a cloud chamber. 

The beta activity method identifies and counts specific isotopes 

of heavy residual nuclei, but gives no direct information about light 

fragmentso The cloud chamber method identifies and counts light frag-

ments. by isotope, but identifies heavy residual nuclei only by atomic num-

ber in most caseso The two methods are therefore camplementaryo 

There are .. some· cross checks possible, and between the two experiments 

much can be learned about carbon reactions. 

]3oth xnethods .are time consuming - the beta activity method~ 

because of the computations i~volved in unscrambling six activities, 
' . ' 

and the cloud chatribermethod because it requires identification of 
:.::: .. ·:.;: : .. · ·,· . 

' ' 

fragments one at .. ·~ time for every single collision investigatedo 

Ao The BetaActivi:ty (Rotating Disc) Method 

Following the design principle used by Becker and Gaerttner(l3) 

for the determination of the half~life of Boron 12, a rotating disc 

of polyeth¥lene was bpmbarded at one circular area ne.ar the rim by 

a .well collimated neutron beam of 90 Mev neutronso This pro?~Sfl g'll:ickly 

built up equilibrium concentrations of each of the short-lived beta 

activities that are generated from carbon. These concentrations have 
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a steady val·ue (assmning constant rotation speed, uniform disc thickness 

and a neutron beam of uniform time.and position intensity) at each 

point of the disc as that point reache& a given angular position in 

rotatioho This means that manually=timed counts of minutes' duration 

may be taken at given angular positions on activities whose half-lives 

are quite.short (Oo025 to Oo88 second)~ provided that the equilibrimn 

is malntainedo A plot of activity against angular position is then 

equivalent to the usual plot of activity against time made for artifi-

cially radioactive samples counted after bombardment instead of during 

bombardment;, A compli.catingfactor is the gradual build-up of any 

activity whose half=life is of the order of or longer than the time 

. used for rnwarm=upnu to equilibrium. Ill this case the cl2(n;2n)Cll beta 

activity (Tl:: 20o5 minutes) requires either a 111warm=up 1u period of well 
2 

over an hour for a reasonable approach to equilibrium, or else a de-

termination of the build~up rate of this activity and correction of every 

counter reading by subtraction of the appropriate ell activityo The 

first plan simplifie's· computation but· wastes cyclotron time; the second 

saves rUn.ning time.but complicates computationo 

The ell activity furnishes the essential normalization needed 

to place measured cross sections on an absolute scale~ since the ell 

cross section-is knowno However, since the various beta activities 

produced in carbon have maximum beta energies ranging from_l to 1.3 

Mev, a determination of self~absorption factors is necessaryto deter-

mine true relative production ratioo Jhis can be done by using discs 

of varying thicknesseso 



The s,e!)aration of the beta activities present is f'acilitated. 

by u~ing_se:veral rotation speeds; as will be shown ~ater~ a given ac= 

tivity can be brought into relative predominance over others at certain 

angular positions by making the rotation speed roughly equal to the 

mean life of the activity in questiono The lopger lived activities 

can also be counted conventionally; i.e., with the neutron beam turned 

off. Selective beta-absorption can be used to separate activities whose 

half-lives are nearly identical ~ provided the beta-energy end-points 

differ sufficientlyo 

B. The Cloud Chamber Method 

This method of study consists of passing a pulsed, colJ,.imated 

90 Mev neutron beam of about half maximum intensity through a large 

cloud chamber placed in a high magnetic field and f'illed with-a mixture 

of methane and hydrogen ga,sses. The cloud chamber is expanded..short].y 

before each pulse~· ap,_d a stereoscopic pair of photo~raphs is taken 
! ··•··· ., ' .~ ;··, . -

shortly aft~p_ the pul,f!~.o 'l'h~ photographs can be examined thro:ugh a 

stereoscopic. yiewer and_ can al'so be reprojected onto a glass plate· 

as life=sizE), three-dimensional images. The inelast.ic interactions . . . . . . ' ' . 

of neutrons wi~h· carbon are seen as stars of two or more prongso The 

individua.l Pf.?I1gs, :()r .fragment tracks, may be identi,fied by using radius 

of curvature, specifJc ionization9 and rangeo Normalization of yields 
.•' '· · .. ·· . 

for various rea'ctions with carbon to absolute cross sections can be 

~ccomplished bycounting the number of proton recoils (generated by 

neutrons) corresponding to a giyen number of carl:Jon events. Corrections 

must be made for the short proton recoils that are lost because they 
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are indistinguishable from background and from elastic neutron scatters 

from carbon. Also, correction is necessary for the small amount of 

oxygen that is present in the water vapor required for cloud chamber 

operationo 



IIIo DETAILS OF APPARATUS AND METHOD - ROTATING 

DISC BETA ACTIVITY METHOD 

Ao Details of Apparatus 

The rotating disc apparatus (Figo 1) consists basically of 

interchangeable polyethylene discs of 21-inch diameter, stiffened at 

the center by exterior discs of bakelite of 15-inch diameter~ mo~~ted 

on a half-inch diameter shafto Either of two motors may be used to 

supply power to this shaft; a fan-cooled variable speed one-half horse 

power motor used for speeds of 600 rpm to 2,400 rpm, and a cons,tant speed 

one-half horsepower motor operating through a gear-box and pulley drive 

used for a speed of 60 rpmo (Figo 2). The shaft has a coupling joint 

to permit interchange of discs and uncoupling of the 60 r~ motor; the 

high speed ~ot9r is· always coupled to the shaft and furnishes a fixed 

reference point for positioning the discs accurately with respect to 

the fixed planes of the app~ratuso 

The discs are made of circles cut from flat sheets of on~ 

sixteenth inch thick polyethylene; some are single thickness, and others 

are double o .. The double thickness wheels proved to be more practical 

to fabricate than wheels cut from one-eighth inch stocko After cutting 

by hand, the disc edges were machined at high speed to insure true circles 

for dynamic balanceo 

In Figo 1~ the neutron beam passes parallel to the horizontal 

white masking tape fastened to the axle of the apparatus, and approx-
, ~ : .. ' . ' 

imately one foot above the tape. The small circle near the upper edge 

of the disc marks the center of the beam, which passes perpendicularly 

through the disc. The diameter of the beam at this point is about 
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3 • .3 inches; the circle is about 2 inches in diametero The circle has 

cross lines on it not visible in the picture, and is used primarily 

in positioning the apparatus accurately in the beam by sighting with 

a telescope previously oriented with respect to the beamo 

The cross arm pivoted on the trunnions of the apparatus sup

ports four heavy lead shields (of which two, marked i11711l and ".3'Y in chalk, 

can be seen in Figo 1) each of which contains a Tracerlab TCG-1 end-

window Geiger-Muller countero The shields provide two inches of lead 

on all sides of the counters except over the windows, which are set 

back one-half inch frqm the faces of the shields which are adjacent 

to the polyethylene disco The face-plate of each shield has a hole 

the size. of .. the counter window, with a 45 degree outward flar~· the· outer

most quarter:.'ot ·an . inch (See Fig .. 3) o This construction provides a 

partial telescope for the beta particles that can enter each counter, 

and was chos~n .. l:)y tri~l and. error for the purpose .of equalizj,:p.g. ;count

ing geometry .. as; much as· possible for betas of varying maxilllum energies. 

The circle mar).{ed oli the.polyethylene disc in Figo 1 and mentioneQ.above 

is a rou~h i~dicationof the effective area that can be "seen" by a 

counter at any given timee 

The· counters are motinted in two pairs 180 degrees ~part and 
' - -: '· :. . . .. ~ ... 

facing one 8J!9th~~§:'WL~h.·the pa:i,rs of le.ad face plates one:,.half. inch 

aparto Th~ 41-sc rotatefs midway between each pair of fac.e plateso 

Rotation at qertai!l speeds causes flutter of the disc,~~ hp.t .due to the 
' '· .. . . . 

set-back of .the counters from the fac~ plates~ the error caused in 

counting rates by flutter or even non-central position of the disc between 
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f3.ce plates is smalL This was tested by counting with the disc held 
.. 

, . flat against one face plate; the cou•·1ts of the opposing tubes differed 

less than seven percento 

Each end-window Geiger tube feeds pulses to its own counter 

and. register, as shown. The cross arm may be rotated to any position 

through 360 degreeso However, only 10 positions 22 •. 5 degrees apart 

are U$ed for each count.er, since the counters cannot be brought any 

closer to the neutron beam, without inducing enoughactivity in the 

counters and shields to ma,ke measurements inaccurate, than counter 7 

c ,. " stands in Fige le Since the counter pairs are 180 degree~ apart~ this 

prevents the use of a quadrant at the top and at the bottom when the 

beam is .ono 

Speed of disc rotation is controlled by the rheostat shown~ 

' and.is monitored by a stroboscope (not shown) used to view the rotat... 

.· ing disc during operationo 

B. Collimation of Neutron Beam 

High counter background during beam-on ~peration.required good 

collimation of the neutron beam. .Various combinations of collimators 

were tried both at 30 feet from the.beam origin andat 50 feet (disc 

' . 
is 53 feet froii). beryllium target)o .. The final choice was a two.;.inch 

diameter c.ollimator six feet long, surrounded by lead and concrete 

of .a minimum thicXness of .six feet,, placed 30 feet from the beryllium 

.target, with no further collimation along the beam except the 15 feet 

of wall and the bricks shown in Figo 1, which were placed to shield the 

counters from stray scatters (See Fig. 4). Attempts to improve col= 
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limation by plaCing liners the size of the beam in the neutron port 

actually increased_counter background by_50 percent in counter positions 

nearest the beamo 

A telescope sighted on the beryllium target (80..;inch radius) 

was used to position the collimator, and subsequently,- the disc appa-

ratuso 

Co Theory of Rotating Disc Method 

Detailed theoretical consideration of the beta activity coun~ 

ing rates to be expected was required to test the feasibility of using 
. . 

the rotating disc method to separate and measure the activities whose 

presence was knowri or suspectedo 

It is, therefore~ necessary to derive the expression for expected 

counting rate of an activity of sufficiently short half-life to reach 

equilibrium in a minute or less, and to modify this expression to en

compass longer ... lived activities not expected to reach equ~librium. 

At the ri.sk of oversimplification, the operation of the rotat

ing disc maybe described as follows: as the circle shown near the rim 

of-the disc (Figo 1) ~otates through the beam, it receives a burst of 
. . 

neutrons creating a given beta activityo ·As the disc moVes on-around, 
' 

this beta activity decays·exponentially with its proper half-lifeo A 

counter stationed,at a fixed angular position could measure this activ-

ity. Since the disc riin is·coritinuous, new areas are continuously bom

barded to creB:te beta activity which the counter measuresat a steady 

count rate at a given angular position. This situation persists until 

the disc has made one revolution. If the speed of revolution'is 
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. sufficiently great with respect to the half-life in questionw there 

remains an appreciable activity when the same areas of disc are bom-

barded againo Therefore, the counter indicates a greater count rate 

during the seoond revolution than during the firsto This process con= 

tinues until the number of active nuclei made at each passage through 

the beam is just balanced by the number decaying d:uring the remainder 

of a revolution of the disco When this equilibrium is reached~ the 

counter measures the same count rate from that time onw~rd for this 

particular be;ta activity at any given angular position., 

. The derivation of a useful but not too cumbersome expre~sion 

·for the counting rate at a given angular positionrequires son1e si.Jn-, 

plifying approximationso Fig·o 5 shows the area (shaded) of the disc 

instantaneously 11visible 11 to the beam, and the p:ol"tipn qf t,his B.rea. 

that can be later scanned by one of the end-window counters.;. ··> 

The approximate version of this latter p:o:r:tion is .shown· in 

Fige 5 as th.e cross.""'hatched area A subtending the ang;t_e.O(~ Likewise)) 
'. . . .··~.·· 

the shaded region ]3 subtending the angle ?. (Figo (;>) j:s i.he ·appr()ximate 
• ' ._. > 

version of the area that can be instantaneously scanned PY ::ox:te ot the 
''~· -~-"::;:_, ... : ·~~:-~·-:·-' 

counterso 

The: an~le a represents_ the: angular positioz:t of ~ ,g;iv;er.t point 

of the dif?C with respect to:3 the beam position, (which is designated 

as e = 0) ~d the angle 6 0 represents the angular p()~it~olJ. .. _of the counter 

with respect to. the· beam :positicu:1. The. fini "te siz~s of .,:t:.he .beam and 

counter windows introduce approximations into the us.e of . these angles w 

. ~'·· 
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but the error involved is small for a disc radius large relative to 

(the 
~ ·. ' . 

the .scanned area) except at "a" radial extent of values of eo 

near the beam positiono 

Proceeding to the derivation: the number of active nuclei built 

up in an area subtending angle ~e during passage through the bombarded 

zone subtending angle 0(. is obtained from the following differential 

equation 

gt {6n) ::: JNo-haR (t.e) -~An (1) 

where e:.. n represents the number of radioactive nuclei present 

J represents the ·beam flux 

N represents the target carbon atoms per cubic C!3ntimeter of disc 

cr represents-the cross section for formation of the active nuclei 
considered 

~ represents the disintegration constant of the active nuclei 
considered 

h and a are identified in Figo 6s 

Then the increment of radioactive nuclei, expressed as· a. function of 

time, is· foun~ by integration of Equation (1) to be 

t:.. n ( t) : haR ~e) JN cr ( l _ e -~ t) (2). 

ck. and for passage of Ae through the region of bombardment, t ::we 

When the areasubtehding 6.6 leaves the bombarded zone, it is logical 

to express further decay in terms of eo 

6.:tf(e) =··haR. (At) JNcr (1 - e=43:)e=~ 

or, for simplicity 

il~ ·e 
4n (e) :: K (l = e=-w )e-~ 

where K :: ha R (A e) JNc
A, 

(3) 
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This expression if valid only during the first revolution of the disco 

When the area subtending Ae has again passed through the bombarded zone, 

the expression becomes 

e- ¥:> + (1 - e -¥; ( e- cU)l w . GJ wU 
which simpl~fies to . 

~n2 (e) ~ Ke- ~8~1 - e1-~) (1 + e-;<~).~ 
Likewise, during the third revolution, 

) -1!r( i?.Cf...) Lln3 (e :.;; Ke ~1 - e-6:> 

Continuing this process, one finds that during the rth revolution, 

1._8f{ _lo...) r J..ltYit]) LlD:r (e) ~ Ke---wrl- e ur (~0 _e-"t:J !J 
Now the series f- erx equals 1 where r is an integer~ so after 

~o 1 eX ' 

a great number of revolutions 

An (0) ~Ke "'~ (1 - e"'t'-) (r _ ~-"¥t-' ). (4) 

This expression may be used as an equality for activities whose value 

of A is sufficiently large with respect to w to make the expression 

e-~Z~vanishingly small in a reasonably small number of revolutions& 

ioeo, the expression holds for activities that reach equilibrium within 

the "warm-up~ t~e before counting is startedo . · 

For an activi•ty of longer half-life., (ioeo, ell), equation (4) 

must be modified.as follows& 
.r 

The series£ 
r=o 

-;)..lrQl) . e-- . where w » 

.-..1rrA • [Q ;).lfr~ 
e-wis replaced by the ~ntegral e·--w-dr :;; 

<) 

Q is a large but finite number of revolutionso 

Now~~ = t, the elapsed time for revolving the disc in the 

beam, so one may write for a long=lived activity the expression 

1 ) J-.e( ..to;.) w ( - t-t) D. n ,e = Ke:-w l - e-c;; ~1rr.. 1 -: e . (4a) 
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Continuing the derivation fr~n: Equation (4)~ (short=lived ac:= 

tivity), the disintegration rate at angular position e isg 

(l/1n (6):;:: J.. Ke-tf(l- e~')..~) ( 1 _ ~ -~) 
. w e. +-P 

The counting rate at position e0 of the counter ·is C(e)·~ ~ E(e) ;( t. n (G) 
o e. 

where £(e) is the counting efficiency of the counter for the activity 

inquestion (including solid angle corrections)o 

This may be written in the limit after resubstituting the value of K~ 

as e-te 
e-~)[

0 

£(G)e_i~}d~ 
eo 

is constant rather than a function 

_ ha RJN o-
. c(,eo) = {1 - e-~~ (1 -

Making the approximation that {(e) 

of e, one may integrate to obtain~ 

C(e· ) . . · .... ;;; p.a RJN a-§ (1 - e :- t<-~) (1 = e - ~~) ·. _< ~) ?_. :=' ~ ~o 
slio~t-lived '(1 - e-W) ~'- ...., 

In the case of ~ long-lived activity, the analog·ous: equation to (5) 

is 

(5) 

O(e :)· ·. = ha RJN.,-£(1- .e-:u-) (.;~..~)x) (1- e-~~ {1- e-J.~)e- ~~~ (6) 
lqng~lived ;: ' 

In. this case w however, the values of ;tC: and lJ- are so small for 

any disc speed of 60 revolutions per minute or more~ that it is possible 

to simplify equation (6) by use of the approximation 1 - e='~- = 1- with 

no appreciable 

c ') . (eo .. 

error,. this yields 

·. ·· .,;,. ha RJN a-. E (l _ e _;H) 
2'11 . 

long..:.lived . 

(7) 

H~ 
Furthermore, the value of e-.z?was so close to unity for all 

angular positions when the disc rotated at 60 rpm or more, that 'it was 



called unity, giving the final expression 

clong-lived 
= ha RJNcrE 

21T. (8) 

Takillg the specific cases of Bl2 and ell as short and long-lived activ-

ities respectively, and taking the ratio of equations (5) and (8L, 

(9) 

It is to be noted that the beam flux, number of target atoms, and a 

group of geometrical quantities cancel out. The time "t" in Equation 

(9) means time elapsed from beginning of bombardment of the rotating 

disc until the (instantaneous) counting rate Cell is measured. 

The quantities ot , ~, £. 6 1.l.and £ell appearing in Equation (9) -

merit discussion. The quantitydmay be determined two ways. One method 

consists of computing directly from the known beam collimation the 

instantaneously bombarded area of the disc which is "seen" by the counter, 

and then comparing this area to the annular area it sweeps out during 

one revolution of the disco This purely geometrical method yielded 

d- = 1/18.2 revolution. Another method consists of cpunting ell activ-

ity first with the disc rotating and then with the disc stationary 

(moving bombarded area to counter after turning beam off). The· station-

ary count should be oL times the rotating count. This method yielded 

oC= l/16.0,revolution. The latter value was accepted.· The difference 

between the two values, about 12 percent, represents a measure of the 

amount by which the true effective area "seen" by the counter exceeded 

the estimated effective area "seen" by the counter for ell activity. 
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An experimental determination ofthis ratio (using concentric rings 

of polyethylene irradia t:e'd sirii:uJ.;taneously and counted one at a time) 

yielded a-value of L07$ i~eo, seven percent differen~e<> This would 

seem to indicate that the' experimental determination of the va;Lue of 

~is correct to z five percento The v~lue of~ was also determined 

by the concentric ring counting experiment, and was found· to be 1/38 

revolutiono 

For short-lived activities, ·and disc rotation speeds of 600 rpm 

and over, the values of~and ~are not at all critical$ this may be 

seen as followsg ·under these conditions, Equation. (5) may be .simpli

fied in the same manner that Fquation (6) was simplified to give Equa= 

tion · (7); ·the result is g 

0(eo) = 
short-lived· 

he. RJN &-[ ..a.. cx:e . _ 1 ~0 
"{1-e-WJ (A) e w 

· Then equation (9},becomes (writing Bl2 -7 B, clL-~c) 

CG(·· eo) ~:J?.·. Ea. ·.(~ . ;{ ~ )(1=--"""-e;;.. __ (l._,c..~t~~· ) 
- ;;.. 7r 7L . ~ e ~ fl 6 G>o 

C .:E. £c... ,2.flw. 1 = e- w• w 

which is independent o~ 0- ~d (? o 

(10) 

(11) 

This fact was further checked as follows g plots were made 

of Equation (5) (exact shor"t=lived formula) for speeds from 6 9 000 rpm 

down to 60 rpm C~ee Figso 7 and 8), to a.If arbitrary ordinate scale2 

for half-lives .as long as 0.88 secondo These plots were repeated to 

the same scale f.or Equation (10) o The difference ~etw:een the two sets 

of plots was undetectable above 500 rpm, and was at most five percent 

at 90 rpm for T.! ~ Oo88 second. The values of eX.. and ~ mentio~ed 

2 
(cL~ 1/16, ~ = 1/38 revolution) were accepted without further adoo 
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The quantities £8' .. and C:c_n were never determined absolutely, 

but this was not considered necessary since only the ratio £.e 'jEc_ 11 

occurs in Equation ( 9) o The only plausible difference between t ~ '"' 

and Ec..n occurs because of the difference in beta energies of the two 

activities; the Boron 12 beta spectrum has a maximum energy of 13o4 

Mev, while the Carbon 11 beta spectrum has a maximum energy of Oo98 

Mevo Aside from the differing self-absorption (in the polyethylene) 

factors involved, this presented the problem of making a counter ge-

ometry that would be not too dissimilar for high and low energy bet~so 

Trial and error produced the design of Figo 3o The object of this 

counter-and-shield design .was to present either a clear air path to any 

incident betas, or else a path filled with enough lead to stop all 

betas up to 14 Mev, with a minimum transition between the two conditionso 

Experiments with the absorber.insertion device pictured in Figo 3 showed 

that 80 mils. of lead was sufficient to stop all the betaso 250 mils 

of lead was used to form th~ channel through which ~etas had to come 

to enter the countero Therefore, only self-absorption, air-path absorp-

tion.P and counter~wi!}dowabsorption were taken into account for comput= 
. . . . . ' ' . . . . 

ing the ratio te·a..;cc_ll .and other efficiency ratios9 as cuftc.ll . 9 etco 

Determination· of the sel~=absorption factors was the basis of several 

side-experiments to be described later; air and window absorption factors 

were computed from the literatureo 

Equation (ll).now stood ready for use in determining the cross 

sections of short=lived beta activities generated in carbon by comparison 

with known cross section for formation of ell except for one q1:.antity = 



the value of C(eo) (short-life). If only one short-lived activity had 

been present~ there would have' been no difficulty here; .. but possi,ble 

production of six or more activities posed the problem-of tlleir sepa.= 

rationo 

Search of the literature produced a list of the possible ac= 

tivities that might be generated as given in Table I~ These activities 

broke down roughly into half=life groups (as shown by horizontal double 

lines in the table)o 

The logical plan of attack was the physical separation of these 

groups by variation of disc speed and delayed countingo .Figure 7 shows 

a plot to an arbitrary scale of Bl2 ~ctivity for various speeds~' and 

Fig .. 8 shows the same plot for 118 and/or He6 activ{tyo 

At 60 rpm9 Bl2 activity decreases vanishingly beyond-angular 

counting position 45°, while the Li8 and/or He6 activities remain fairly 
. ·, . 

high .. Figure 9 shows what counting rate might be e;X:pected from a mix= . 
ture of these activities (5 millibB;I"nS of B12 plus 3 'millibarns of 

Li8 and/or He6 ) at various speedso Changes in slope and height of the 

plotted counting rate-curves (for equilibrium condition)'with disc speed 

indicated a possible way to separat~ some of the activities ·present 

and give at least' estimates of the amc:unts present of others .. 

Do Details of Operations and Measurements 

Numerous runs were made with the disc rotating at various speeds, 

~with single and double thickness discs, with stationa~y discs,\) with 

and without absorbers in front of the counterso The general procedure 

for each run was as follows~ 
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1. Bring disc up to monitored operating speed. 

2o Turn on neu~ron beam, time recorderp and neutron beam in

tensity monitor. 

3o. Wait one minute for equilibrium conditiono 

4o Take three-minute counts at each of ten angular positions 

with the four counters, using one-minute to re-position count-

ers and scalerso 

5o Repeat counts with absorbers when desiredo 

6o Switch one or more counters to Brush Recorder input, just 

as bearn. is turned off, 

7o Wait one minute for short=lived activities to die out~ then 

start remaining COQ~ters on a ten-minute ell counto 

8o Stop disc9 turn on neutron beam for a fixed time (usually 

20o5 minutes)o Meanwhile, count beam=on background at various 

angular positicmso This background includes much built-up 

ell activi~y; so a special absorber must be used for compen

sationo. ·. 

99 Turn beanl: off, move bombarded zone to a counting position., 

wait one minute, and then take a ten-minute ell count with one 

pair of 9ounters~ while the other pair.counts beam-off-ell 

built up backgroundo 

The choice of cou.nting intervals, waiting periods and order of operations 

was dictated by m1:1.11Y factors, and usually involved compromiseso For 

example, ten.,.minute or longer counts would apparently have been better 

than three-minu~e counts in step 4 of the procedureo But this would 
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have meant almost two hours for step 4, instead 'of about 30 minutes~ 

and in particular, 30 minutes for the first three positionso Now the 

positions firstceounted are those nearest the end of a revolution (i.eoi 

where short-lived activity is the lowe~t), in order to do so while the 

dll activity built up is still at a low level& Using ten-minute counts 

would allow ell acti~ity t~'build ~p to the point where ell counts 

would exceed short-lived activity counts and thus increase the error 

therein greatlyo The ~ounting intervals, and, in general 9 all oper= 

ations, were run on a rigid time-schedule in order to make simpler 

computations possible in .correcting for ell a~tivity build=up; if two 

runs were timed identically it was often possible to use the corrections 

computed for each counting interval of one run for the other run after 

a single ratie=adjustment of all the countso 

Beam intensity variation caused computation difficulties also., 

A Zeus monitor recorded the relative beam intensity on a moving plot9 

and showed that the intemsity invariably started high and decreased about 

seven percent during the course of each disc runo This required nor

malization of counts taken at the start and end of a disc run to the 

mean beam intensity level, since the ell activity was. cumulative while 

short-lived activities were noto 

The scheme of operation and computation required to produce 

values of cross sections for the various activities is shown as a flow 

chart in.Figure lOo A typical illustration is found-in the calculation 

of the B12 cross sectiono This · calCllJ.a tion requires all the runs shown 

on the chart plus additional runs with discs of other thicknesses (to 
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determine the self-absorption factor of J312 betas)o The scheme starts 

at the extreme right (longest half-lives) and progresses to the left 

and downwardo Each activity counting rate is used to correct the count-

ing rate to its left~ in the same general manne:r: that a: plot of a mix-

ture of activities is broken down into its component activitieso In 

this case, however, the actual, counting rate of a given short-lived 

.activity determined in a run at one speed must be converted to the rate 

this activity would have had at a second speed before being used to 

correct a run made at the second speedo The curves of Figo8 illus-

trate this pointo 

In the case of the :sl2 cross section calculation., a short-cut 

was possibleo Since it was found that the Be? and c10 activities were 

low, and that B8 and Li9 activities could not be detected,· and since 
' 

He6 and Li8 have practically identical half=lives, it was possible to 

take a 60 rpm run to stress Lie and He6 activities, pretend that these 

two were one activity, correct for speed up to 600 rpm, and~ presum-

ing identical timing for the two runs under identical beam intensity 

conditions, simply subtract the speed-corrected 60 rpm run counts from 

the 600 rpm counts to get the Bl2 activity curve directly, with further 

correction necessary only for the seven percent slope in beam intensity 

with t~eo The cross section was then computed by use of Equation (9) 

and the ell ac:j:,ivity.counto 

Figure 11 shows a typical 600 rpm run~ plotted on a semi-log-

arithmic scaleo The top curve is the raw data~ reduced to counts per 

minute, taken at eat!h angular positione The second curve of Figo 11 
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has been correct'ed by subtracting be·~-on background and ell' build 

up, which are shown separately in Fig~ 12., The eLl curv$ in' Fig., 12 

· is broken because this particular set of data was taken with two count,. 

ers that started the run in a position 135 degrees from the neutron 

beam, since the t~o other counters started at the 315 degree position., 

The third curve down has been corrected for {Li8 + He6 + c10) activity 

as described aboveo This is the Bl2 beta-activity curve., Beam inten-

sity corrections were made to all the data in advance in order to elim-

inate the beam-variation distortion from each of the curves shown. 

Figo l3 shows similar curves for a 60 rpm run., 

The ell activity count was relatively e~sy to obtain., One 

minute after the neutron beam was turned off, all the' activities except 

'ell ·had become·. negligible., 
' . 

A ten-minute count was taken~ and then a 

second ten-minute count was taken to verify the fact that no other ac

tivity was detectable~ .Background runs taken with no beam and a fresh 

disc were used'to·subtract" out normal cosmic-ray effect .. After back-
;' . . . . 

gro~d correi::r1;.ion~';the second count matched the. first to within sta

tistical error upoxi being corrected for the decay of ell between the 

two counts., 

The clO act,ivity was countt:1d by connecting a Brush Recorder 

to the registerciiiput of one or two counters just as the beam was turned 

offo Within throe-~ecorids, the B12, 118, and Iie6 activities were es

sentially gon€l1 ·an~ onlyclO and ell activities were left., (Be? activity 

was quite low ~i!lde thfs is a gamma-activitys and was practically con= 

stant because of its long half-life .. ) The oount rate for the first 
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minute was compared with the rate for the second minute, after correct

ing the former for Li8 + He6 and. the latter for oll decay iri i minute. 

Subtraction yielded th~ apparen~ QlO activity. 

The Be7 activity was measured in a separate experiment. A small 

piece of polyethylene was placed against the cyclotron tank window for 

about ten hours of neutronbombardmen'\i .. This piece of polyetnylene was 

co'unted for ell beta activity at a known time after end qf bombardmen-t;., 

and was then aged unt.il the ell rate was negligible.. Daily and then 

weekly counts were. made on this piece, with and without lead converters. 

The sample was placed in direct contact with the counter tube window 

for all counts. The gamma-counting efficiency of the counter tube 

was determined by a side experiment for use in computing the cross 

· section.for Be7 productiono 

The separation of _LiS and He6 activities required absorption 

techniqueo The two activities have practically identical half-lives, 

but do differ ~ tQ.eir beta spectra (See Table I)o It was calculated 

that 262 mils of aluminum should just stop all the He6 betas (3oQ Mev 

maximum), while leaving a fraction of the Li8 betas (12.8 Mev maximum). 

A series of absorbers was used to attenuate the couni;. rate at the 135-

degree position of a 60 rpm run .. 

This was repeated at' the .45 degree position of a 60 rpm run 

to check the eff~ct .of the same absorbers on Bl2 (13o43 Mev maximum) 

betas~ This involved some computation, since the 45 degree position 

counter saw all three activities - He6, Li8, and B12o 
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The· actual computation of every cross section required the 

-value of'the self.;.absorption factor for the activity in question for 

the disc thicknesS' usedj These self...:absorption factors were measuredo 

The ell beta 'Self-absorption factor is of prime imp:>rtancep both be

c~use the ell a~tivity is used as a monitor, and because the beta en

ergy is low, making self-absorption greato To measure the ell self

absorption factor~ polyethylene foils o:f thicknesses varying from 2 mils 

to one;..eighth inch were Cut to the same size (3o0 by 3o0 inches), weighed 

accurately to determine the weight per unit area, and then irradiated 

simuitarreously in "a fairlY tUliform scattered proton beam of large size~ 

···The proton beam'was used be·ca.use it was readily available and also be-

· cause the cross section for ell production is high~r with protons than 

with neutronso The foils were th!en counted carefully ohe at a time, 

after a delay of ·some minutes, arid the activities were all corrected 

ba':ck ·to the J3~e 'initi~l· time; A· plot was made of oo unt rate di:vided ·. 

by weight per unit area·against weight per unit area (Figo 14)o 

· · ·If there had beeri no · self.,.absorption, the resulting curve would 

· ha:ve· been a horizontal linea Extrapolation of the curve back to zero 

thickness was·niade horizontally from the nearest point to correct for 

the effects of self:-ba.ckscattering, which operates to raise the apparent 

counting rate of.very thin samples200 The ratio of the ordinates at a 

given thickness'$.nd at ze:t-o thickness is the self..;.absorption factor for 

~ ·the given thickness of disco The :self-absorption factor is defined as 

the fraction of beta~, born in a disc; that can reach the surface of 

the disco 



The self-absorption factor of B12 was determined in a less 

satisfactory mannero Very ~hin discs could not be rotated because of 

their physical limitations, so cmly three disc thicknesses were used 

for the ~2 self-absorption deete_rmi.nationo However, the change in 

self-absorption factor was only five percent between aLone.:..:sixteenth;and 

a one-eighth inch disc» so that the final value of Oo97 for a sixteenth-

inch disc is probably not in error more than two percent because of the 

high,beta energy endpointo The LiS self-absorption factor was assumed 

to be very close to that of ~2, since the beta spectra are quite si m;;. ·: __ 

ilar(l7)o The values for He6 and clO factors were computed by inter-

polation and checked by data in the literature, since direct measure-

ment was not considered practicalo It is estimateq from range and stop

ping power considerations that the loss of He6 from a 1/S inch disc by 

recoil did not exceed five percent, and that the loss of LiS was even 

lowero · 

Eo Dataand Calculation of Results 
·. 

Typical data optairied.during runs of the rotating disc are 

shown in Tables IV and Vo Th~ plots of Figso 11, 12, and 1.3_ summarize 

these data and some of their resultso 

In each r~, the data taken with each counter was usually kept 
- . 

separate throughout the ent-ire-calculation, and only final·cross sections 

were averaged~ or at the most, the data taken by a pair of counters 
:. . ' 

(on the same cross arm and hence~ at_ the same angular position at all 

times) were combined before calculationo About twenty-five individual 

disc runs were madeo The first few runs were rejected for poor beam 

collimation, which caused high beam-an background-so 
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' S~me 'sample calculations will now be Jr esentedo Equation (9) 

was usuaitly modified"before actilal use in a calculation because the 

~2 and ell co~ting rates were usually employed as follows g The Bl2 

·rat'e was taken as the -interc~pt.of the best-fitting theoretical activity 

_,. curve of B12 (~hich .required o~ly a kpowledge of the half-lif'e) on the 

zero angular position ordinateo This used a.ll the Bl2 points plotted 

during a single ru..'1 for one or two counters (reducing statistical var

iation)~ and also elimi~ted the need for th~ Bl2 decay factor in Equa= 

tion (9)o Also 9 since the instantaneous ell counting rate was not a 

meaningful experimental quantity because ell equilibrium had not been 

achieved, Equation (9) was modified to accept the background~c_orrected 

ell lO~minute count taken 1 minute after the beam was turned off,. 

These changes converted Equation (9) into 

count rate/min ~2 
at zero position :::. o-e'.:\ t B',). ~ w 
Total 10 min e11 ~II £ c II l'f~ ~.~}a(~ 
count 1 min after 
beam off 

<1 ;~ ) <1 - e?tfl) 

where g 

I:. (3'~ = elf absor tion factor of B12 air transmission 
.· £c_ II ( 11 e ( II 

!window transmission of ~2} 
( II. cii) 

T.J.. 8'"' is expressed in seconds 
. ... . 

T1_C.." is expressed in minutes 

o::, (:1. · are expressed in revolutions 

w is expressed in revolutions per second 

of Bl2 



tl = total beam-on time for run 

t2 :: time elapsed from beam off to ell count start 

t3 = time of ell count 

1-a = disintegration. constant of }312 (per second) 

;{c.. = disintegration constant of 011 (per minute) 

Similar expressions hold_for other short,;..lived activities. Equation 

(9a) is henceforth ref€)rred to as the 1.Vbasic yield equation". 

Calculation of J312 Cross Section 

Using the data of Table IV and Figure 13, it was now possible 

to compute the cross section of Bl2 productiono The following data 

were inserted into the basic yield equation (9a) for a 600 rpm run 

(double "t;.hiykness disc) o. 

Count rate,per minute of Bl~ (activity) 

Count rate in t.en minutes of c~l (activity) 

$elf Ei.b,:so;:I?tion factor,. of Bl2, double disc \. :.~ 
(287 mg/cm2). 

Self ~bsorpt~on·f~ct~~ ~f·c~1 ~ double disc 
(287 mg/cm2) . , . ~ · .·. . · 

·. -.,:. 2 A_ir transmission of. :tr 

Air transmission of c~ 

Goup.ter w'indowtra:nsmission of Bl-2 

CoU!lter w:i.ndow transmission of ell 

. T! s12 {best v:alu~. f.'rom.F'ig~ 1.3) in seconds 
.,2 

T - . ell. in m-inutes 
1 .. 
2 

Disc revolutions per· second (w ) 

3500 

5565·-· 

.. 0.159 

.0~999 

Oo951 

·Oo995 

Po955 . 

Oo0225 

10 
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d... in revolutions 

_ ~ in revolutions 

_ t1 in minutes 

t2 in minutes

t3 in minutes 
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l/i6 

1/38 

LOO 

39o50 

10.00 

Finally, using OC.11 ':: 22 millibarns, (temporarily ignoring the error 

th~r~in,, '± 4 millibarns) the equation yields13f~= 4.89 millibarnso 

The combined result of eight d~sc runs, at speeds of 2280~ 

1200~· and 600 rpm yielded a value of ~;A=_ 4.93 ± 0.46 millibarns (rela.-

.~. tive t6 ~~~ ':.;:: 22 milliba~ns). · Upon introducing the error in the absolute 

value'· of t'he ell- cross section, the value becomes G(3 1 ~;;: 4o9 :t ·LO milli

barns. The primary contributing factors to the error are ·(1) 'the error 

in the ell cross section, (2)_ e~ror in the h~lf-life of Bl2~ (.3) sta

tistics involved·in subtracting a two large ~umbers (raw data minus 

beam-i::m background) and (4) determination or self-absorption factorso 

\~ -. :: 

However 9 the.statistical error and.half-life· determination error are 

essentially the same error, and are not additive. The 2280 rpm runs 

·'~yielded good statistics, but precluded·half-iife determination because 

' of the flatness of the activity curves. 

Calculation of c10 Cross Section 

The calculation of other cross sections proceeded in a like 

manner, but was complicated by factors such.as the almost identical 

half-lives of Li8 and Bl2o 

The -c.10 cross section,.however, lent itself ·to straightforward 

computation9 since the cl0 activity could pe separated from others by 
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the Brush Recorder run. The activity count immediately after beam off 

was compared to the residual ell activity at a later time. After cor

recting the fqrmer for residual Li8 and He6 activity, and the latter 

for decay'o:f Gl;l;. 'activity' slil,~e.Jthe: tii:ne of theffirst, co~t, it wasl .. 

possible: tor;determine the ahount.•of. cl9 deeatting, in.: the first minute 

after beam qff by subtraction. :Numerous runs were required to obtain 

a positive result since the non=equilibrium condition that results as 

soon as the beam is turned off lowers all activity count rates (except 

ell) quickly. The final accepted value of the number of olO counts 

in the first minute after beam off was 20 ± 10. The fraction of the 

existing activity that manifested itself in that minute. was 1-e- A. t 

(where A = 0.693/19.1 and t = 60 seconds), or 0.887. Therefore, the 

count rate that must have· persisted at equilibrium, just before the 

beam was turned off, was.about 

- 49 counts per minute 

It was not proper to do this last computation in terms of atoms 

of olO present» since the absolute number of atoms could only be stated 

if the geometrical efficiency of the counter were known. The determi

nation of this efficiency has been carefully avoided by the expressing 

of the basic yield equation in such a form that the geometrical effi

ciency factor appears both in numerator and denominator. As h~s been 

stated before, the purely geometrical efficiency of the counting set

up used was found to be effectively independent of the activity being 

counted. 
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The clO count rate was now inserted into the basic'yield equation 

, '(9a). ·The pertinent new data required not already given tirider in the 

. Bl2 calculation are to be f~und in Table VI9. which: list~ self~absorption~ 
. ., ' ' : ., ' . 

window tra.rismissionJ and air transmission factorso The result was 

crcio ::;: 0.,67 ± Oo38 millibarnso It is not surprising that this yield 

should be low 9 since the • reaction involved is .cl2_(p. ;Jn) aJ.O ll which could 

not be expected .to. compete favorably witt other possibilities·" 

Improvement of the error in this value was consideredll but 

·the problem was a difficult oneo Obviously 9 the equilibrium (beam 

on) ·technique.couldglve the 49 count per minute rate~ but only' under 

heaV,y masking by shorter activities at a speed of 60 rpm or moreo 

Even if speed of rotation had been reduced to three revolutions a min= 

ute to-inhibit the shorter,:.lived activiti'es, the clO activity would 

have been hardly visible against th~ necessarily high beam-on background~ 

.and it is doubtful that the accuracy of the determination would have 

been improvedo .. Long equilibrium counts would have permitted build= 

up of ell activity even more, with no corresponding increase in clO 

activity, thus giving no gain in statisticso 

Sep~r~tion of.Li8 and He6 Activities 

The separation of Li8 and He6 activities posed a special prob= 
.. 

lem, since these two activities have practically identical half~lives 

(within the probable errors thereof)o This was done by placing absorb-
;·'' 

ers in the counter. telescope system~ as shown in Figo J~ during a 60 

rpm runo Data were taken with and without absorbers at various angular 

positionso Data taken at angular positions 90 degrees and greater 
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tested the absorption of LiS and He6 activity (see Figso 9 and lJ)» 

while_angular position 45 ~egrees yielded data on the absorptio!l, of 

B12 activity {after subtracting out the extrapolated LiS and He6 values) 9 

which was used as a monitoro 

After making the usual beam background and c11 build up correc

tions, (crlO correction was negligible)~ it was found that the LiS plus 

He6 activity was reduced to Ool7 ± Oo02 of its no-absorber value by 

262 mils of aluminum, which is the thickness calculated to stop all 

~he ~e6 betas of energy ~o7 Mev maximum(l6)o .The Bl2 activity was 

reduced to Oo59 ± Oo05 of its no-absorber valueo Since the beta en

ergy end points of al2 and LiS are quite close, and since their beta 

spectra are remarkably similar in all respects(l7)~ it was considered 

I s . reasonable to make the approximation that Ool7 Oo59 of the Liplus 

He6 activity (mixture) was due to LiSo This yielded the fraction of 

LiS activity as Oo29 .± Oo07o 

Examination of the 60 rpm data in Table VI and the plot thereof 

in Figo 13 permits direct reading of the LiS activity counting rateo 

The partly dotted line represents an activity of Tl :: OoSS secondso 
2 

(No independent determination of a half~life was feasible here 9 because 

of the mixture of activities presento) The ordinate at zero angular 

position of the extrapolated curve {ignoring the first two :al2~admixture 

points) represents the mixture of LiS.~> He~l> and clO activitieso The 

010 activity correction was not subtracted in drawing Figo 13, in order 

to avoid making the figure confusing, since the clO.correctionis_less 

than the standard deviations indicatedo The subtraction of d10 activity 
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tips the curve clockwise slightly and makes a slightly shorter half-

life (OoS6 seconds) produce a b13tter fit to the datao The net result 

is about thesame as without subtraction, since the whole curve is lower 

but has more (n~gative) slope; the ordinate at zero angUlar position 

for LiS plus He6 activity is stiil about 1000 counts per minuteo There

fore, the LiS counting activity rate at zero degrees was called 290 ± 100 

counts per min~teo 

The H~6 rate was then found, by subtracting the Li8 rate and 

clO rate (42 counts per minute at 60 rpm)~ to be 670 ± 100 · 'co'imts per 

minute at zero degrees angular position:;, 

Calculation of LiS and He6 Cross Sections 

The c~~cUlation of Li8 and iie6 cross sections was now done by 
. . 

application of tlie b.asic yie.ld equation (9a); the only difference in 

the right-hand terni.s occurred in the efficiency factors (see Table VI)o 

The results were 

crLiB ::: Oo82 :!:. Oo27 millibarns 

· 0Ue6 ;;; 2 o 54 :t 0 o 38 milli barns 

relative to crcJ.l.·g::; 22o0 millibarn:so 

Relative to a-ell: 22 t 4 millib~~s, th!3 values areg 

(/y8 ; Oo82 :t Oo42 millibarns 

·• caeq ,: 2o54 ± Oo96 millibarns 

Ca],qnlation:;;of Be7 Cross Section 

The counting of Be7 activity was difficult because the activity 

if gamma rather than beta, and occurs only in the ratio of 1 gamma per 

Ool07 disin~egrationso Determination was needed of the efficiency for 



gamma counting of the .counter tube. The work of Bradt et al~lB) gives 

tables .and curves of gamma counting efficiencies for Geiger tubes con-. _,· . 

structed with lead windows O!le.mil t.l;lick, for gamma energies O.l.Mev to 

3 Mev. Since the gamma counting rate of a small circle of polyethylene 

bombarded for about ten hours.close to t~e cyclotron tank was quite 

low, a lead converter was required. Therefore, a one~mil lead foil 

was placed over the 2.0 mg/cm2 mica W·:i.Irlow of an end-w:indow counter 

for counting. Counts of several hours duration were taken fi~st daily 

and then weekly. For normalization, the polyethylene d~sc was counted 

soon after exposure, without the lead foil, to obtain the ell beta 

activity. 

Before the values of gamma counting efficiency from the Tables(l8) 

could be used:, it was necessary to check their validity for the partie- · 

ular counter tube employed. This was done as followsg A radium source 

whose weight of r~dium was known (10.07 mg) was counted with 72 inches 

distance (with and without a collimator) between the source and .counter 

window. The number of gammas per alpha disintegration, and their ener= 

gies and relative quantity are known(l9). The gamma .counting efficiency 

varies with gamma energy~ so it was necessary to compute the theoretical 

average counting efficiency ~y taking the weighted product of the frac

tion emitted of each·energy galilma times the counting efficiency thereof. 

This yielded the following value: 

10.07 mg Ra ~ 2.29 x 10.07 x 3. 7 x 10? gammas/sec of average 

counting efficiency 0.84 x lo=3. 



The·Jr.adium source count described above yielded 0.91 x 10=3 

efficiency without colliffiat~on'and 0~87 X 10=J .with collima,tion (which 
. . . . -, 

cut down scatteringfrom·the thicker lead around the counte~ sides)o 

This agreement with the theoretical value of 0.84 X lo=3 computed from 

the tables of Bradt et a~seemed to warrant the use of their tables for 

the Be7 gamma efficiencyp since their efficiency curves are fairly flat 

in the region 0.4 to 0.8 Mev. (The weighted average energy of·the Ra 

gammas is 0.78 Mev.) The value used for Be7 gamma counting efficiency 

3 . . 
was 7.1 ± 0.2 x 10~ • It is of interest to note that quoted values 

of about two percent gamma counting efficiency are actually for 'counter 

tubes with walls thicker. than one mil of lead. A test made.wiih the 

addition of eight mils of lead between window arid Be?·source raised 

the count rate by about a factor of three~ thus giving an apparent 

2.1 percent counting efficiency. 

The calculation of a cross section for Be? was made directly 

by computing (1) the production rate of ell in the sample anci (2) the 

production rate of Be7. ·Both ell and Be7 counts were taken with essen

tially 50 percent geometry. The ell production rate·was computed by 

extrapolating the ell beta activity (corrected for self;,absorption 

and window loss) back to end of bombardment, and then, determining the 

required production rate from the recorded ·decay and bolllbardnient times. 

Less than one percent error was admitted by ignoring ell activity im= · 

parted more than 2.5 hours before end of bombardment. For simplicity~ 

the Be7 production rate was computed with no decay corrections (before 

end of bombardment) 9 since the error involved was negligible in 13 hours 
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intermittent bombardmento Using the ell beta .transzds.sion data from 

Table VI for a single thickness disc, the number of ell atoms present 

at end of bombardment was computed to l.Je 3o49 x 107; the production 

rate was then computed to be lo52 x 106 per minuteo 

For Be7 gamma activity, it was computed that the count~r would 

give one count per minute for every 3o31 x 108 nuclei of Be7 pr~sent 

at end qf bombardmento. For a run time of 532 minutes, this meant one 

count per minute represented .6 o 23 x 105 Be 7 nuclei produced per minute; 

or 9o0 millibarns of Be7 cross sectiono The Be7 gamma count rate per 

minute at end of bombardment,. which was determined to be Oo9B r.Oo35, 

yielded ciB~7 ~ BoB ± 3o2 millibarns relative to ~ell ~ 22 millibarnso 

Adding the absolute ell cross section error yielded~Be7 ~ BoB t 4o6 

miilibarnso 

Discussion of Other Cross Sections 

The remaining unmentioned possible products are BB9 Li9g and 

BelOo The BB and Li9 cross sections could not have exceeded one milli-

barn each, judgi~g from the manner in which the 60 rpm activity mixture 

curves agreed..with the theoretical mixture curve of Figo Bo There was 

no evidence Qf any shorter half-life ~esent than that of Bl2o BelO 

has too long a half-life. (2o 5 x 106 yrs.) to be detected by this method 

without unduly long bombardmento 

/. 

/ 
/ 
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· Surinnary of' Cross Sections 

Activity 

He6 

tiS 

clO 
BB 

Li9 

Be7 

Cros~ S:ection Relative to 

ell 22 millibarns 

(in io-27 cm2) 

2o54 ± O'oJB 

OoB2 ±. Oo27 

Oo67 .± OoJB 

t.. 0~ .. 8 

< Ot.B 

BoB .± 3o2 

'• 

Cross .Section Relative t© 

ell 22 = 4 ndllibarns 

{in Io-27 cm2) 

. 4o93 .::r LO 

.. 
Oo$2 ±.Oo42 

Oo67 ± Oo50 



IV DETAILS OF APPARATUS AND METHOD- CLOUD CHAMBER METHOD 

Ao Details of ~pparatus 
. - .• . 

The cloud .chamber used was of the rubber diaphragm type, with 

a diameter of 22 inches, and a depth of four incheso The chamber was 

placed horizontally in a ve_z.:tical magnetic field of 21 3 ~00 gauss pro

duced by a peak current of 4ll000 amperes pulsed through a.---pair at;. 

Hwuiu!l z. -rmil.so The field strength decreased a maximum of four percent 

from the central maximum at a radial distance of six inches from the 

center of the chambero The collimated neutron beam entered and left 

the cloud chamber through two windows of five mil aluminum foil which 

were vertically centered in the chamber walls and diametrically opposite 

one anothero Figure 15 shows a general view of the complete cloud 

chamber apparatuso 

Events occurring in the chamber were recorded on Eastman Super 

XX strip film.lo81 inch,es wide, using a stereoscopic camera having a 

pair of 127 ~focal length lenses set at f8o The lenses were4o5 

· inches apart and, .about 52 inches directly above the bottom of the cham~ 

bero The plane containing .the lens axes was normal to the neutron beam 

directiono Since;the camera had no shutter~ the length of the exposure 

was determined by the 100 micro-second light flash obtained by the 

discharge at 1,700 volts ofa pair of condenser banks of 256 micro

farads each through a pair of General Electric FT 422 flash tubeso 

These flash tubes .were mounted on opposite sides of the cloud chamber 

in the space between the Helmholz coilso The light from each was di-

. rected in~o the .cham'b_er bY: a pair of cylindrical _lucite lenses in hori= 

zontal beams normal to the neutron beam directiono 
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The cloud chamber cycle of operation was automatic and occupied 

a period about one minuteo The pulsed current for the magnetic, f.ield 

was supplied by a mine-sweeper generator energized by a 150 hp motoro 

The field was constant at its peak value for about Ool5 secondo; The 

fast expansion of the chamber occurred during this inte~al~ and the 

cyclotron was pulsed near the end of the chamber sensitiv€1 ·time:., A 

400-volt clearing field across the chamber was turned off just before 

the expansion in order to permit sharp trackso Turbulence in the chamber 

was minimized ~bytmainta:tnin:g the chamber at; a,. consta:rit ··temp'erature of' 

about 2000: by::meafis , Of a temperature a COntrolled, circulating \Jater systemo 

During the course of operation, frequent tests were made of the 

lighting systeiJl, (...expansion ratiQ, and. total __ gas press:ureo :The/peak coil 

current was monitored every few expansions, and was kept adjUsted with= 

in the range 4000 ± 20 amperes o Short sections o·f film were developed 

during the run to test adequacy of f-setting, lateral. colliiilat:i.on9 

expansion ratio setting~ track density, and beam intensityo 

Bo Collimation of the Neutron Beam 

The neutron beam used was produced in the same m.a.p.ner· as in · 

the case of the rotating disc method except that a beam of somewhat 

less than maximum intensity was used., 

The neutron beam was collimated in the igloo as shown for the 

rotating disc method~ but with a 2 .. 5 to 4o0 inch diameter tapered col= 

limator instead of with a straight-walled 2-inch diameter collimat~o 

The beam was further collimated at the neutron port to a si~e of Oo5 

inch high by 2o5 inches wide by'means of three-foot long brass blocks 9 



and was then ~skimmedw by copper blocks four feet long to eliminate as 

far as possible particles scattered by previous collimationo The cloud 

chamber was about 65 feet from the beam source, and received a neutron 

beam of cross section slightly under Oo75 inch by .3o5 incheso 

Choice of beam intensity was made by operating the cloud ch~ 

ber at increasing intensities until the desired average number of events 

per expansion was obtainedo 

c. Gas Mixture 

Acetylene and methane were considered the most desirable ga~ses 

to use in the chamber on the basis of proper carbon to hydrogen ratio 

for adequate statistics in normalization of cross sectionso Acety+ene, 

however, attacks. copper ~~d brasso Methane was found acceptable, but . ., . 

required the admixture of hydrogen gas to obtain a reasonably low e~ 
•••••• '• • • > 

pansion ratio (about 32 percent)o Alcohol was not added to t~e satu-

. rated water vapor req,uired to operate, the chamber .because of its action 

on luciteo .The final mixture used was a compromise dictateQ. by the 
;" ';. '. '' 

following factors, & 

1o :rvra,x~lifu possible carbon to hydrogen ratio 

2o Expansion ratio of about 32 percent 

3o :Ml:l.ximum yossible carbon to oxygen ratio 

4o .Stopping power not to be excessive 

The comppsition of this mixture in terms of the expanded partial 

pressures at 19o5.0 (} was as follows g 

Metha.ne.{99% CH4~ 1% C2j16) 

Hydrogen , 

Water Vapor 

47o45 em Hgo 

34o85 em Hgo 

lo75 em Hgo 
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The stopping power of this mixture was calculated to be' 0.645 

relative to standard airo .Comparisons of Hp and range, for ,tracks of 

several particles identified by other means verified this figure to 

within about ± five percento 

Do Stereoscopic Projector 

The actual measurements of direction, radius of curvature~ 

range and density of the star tracks were made with the aid of a special 

stereoscopic double projector(9)o The optical system of the projector 

was identical with that of the camera setup except for the addition 

of an alumized mirror placed at 45 degrees to make operation conven-

ient, and a piece of plate glass introduced to correct for distortions 

introduced by the top glass of the cloud chambero Western Union Type 

• 
100 arc lamps furnished the necessary illumination to project the track 

images on a specially coated glass (Eastman Recordak Gre~n fi.anslucent 

Screen Type 75551) which was mounted on a pedestal permitting vertical 

movement and also rotation about horizontal and vertical a.x.eso 

Before mea~urements were made, the film wasadjusted to the 

same position relative to the optical system that it had when the pic-

ture was takeno For this purpose, five crosses had been inked on the 

top glass of the ··cloud chamber as· reference markso The line of· centers 

of the crosses paralleled the neutron beam axis to l.rithin one-half 

percent; the crosses were spaced three inches aparto The green screen 

was placed horizontal at the optical position occupied by the upper 

surface of the top glass of the cloud chamber during its operationo 

The two images of the set of crosses projected thereon were then brought 

into proper focus~ aligned9 and made the same correct sizeo 
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The origin of a reprojected track was located in space by mov= 

ing the screen vertically and horizontally until the two images of the 

track origin coincided at the vertical rotation axis of the screeno 

Then the screen was rotated and tilted until the two track images co

incided for their entire length. The length and slant radius of cur= 

vature of the track was then measured by matching it to one of a series 

of concentric arcs ruled on Lucite Templates. The dip angle d.. and 

the beam angle ~ could be measured. The dip angle oC is the angle be

tween the initial track direction and the horizontal, measured in a 

vertical plane; the beam angle ~ is the angle between the 'beam direction 

and the horizontal projection of the initial track direction. The e

quivalent horizontal radius of curvature can be computed from the slant 

radius of curvature by the relation p~ p slant cos~. 

E. Stereoscopic Viewer 

A stereoscopic viewer was also used to examine the cloud chamber 

picture-e.. This viewer was habitually used first in preliminary study 

of each pair of pictures to determine the number of stars, the number 

of prongs, number of proton recoils, approximate locations of events, 

approximate tracks densities, and general direction of prongs. The 

.film was then transferred to the projector for measurements of radii 

of curvature, angles, and ranges where applicable. 

F. Fragment and Star Identification 

The pieces of information that may be available or useful for 

identifying a given star '6Iwstar fragkent;are(l4) ~ 

1. Direction and energy distribution of the incident neutron 

beam" 
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-2. Nuclei present as targets· (for charge and mass balance) 

3. Orientation and .intensity,of'the cloud chamber magnetic 

field .. .•. .., . ,. 

4o Stopping power of the·gas mixture in the chamber 

5. Number and.relative density: of prongs 

6. Individual track characteristics , 

a. Absolute density 

b. Initial direction. ·' 

c. Initial radius of.curvature 

d.- Rate of change of radius of curvature with range 

e. Range .. . - ' 

Only in rare case·s are all ·the. pieces of iriformation listed 

under (6) available for a single track; in general only some are avail-

ableo 

The systematic application o~ the data available is greatly 

facilitated by the use of the tables, which constitute UCR.L-.1445.? "En

ergy and Ionization of Light Particles. as a Function of H p w (by Donald 

Johnson, August, 1951). An additional variable, range~ is readily sup

plied from range-energies curves(l5). TJ:ie range-energy relationships 

for the deuteron and triton are derived from the proton data; and for 

'l . (·~ ~ Z 
2 

Ml He~~ from He4 data, by means of the equation R1 ~1 E = ~-- R2 (E) 
M2 Z1 M2 

where R2 (E) signifies range of particle 2 at energ-.r E, and 

R1 (~~ E) signifies range of particle 1· at energy :~ E.
15 

All ranges 

must be computed for the actual gas mixture used in the. cloud chamber, 

since the values shown in or computed from range-energy and curves are 
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normally given for air .at standard conditionso This involves calculation 

of the stopping power relativ~ to air of the gas mixture used, as shown 

in Table II., 

A further aid to fragment identification and, at the same time, 

a check on the_ ~ccuracy of the stopping power and range calcuJa tions' 

is ,the.graphic construction of fragment-ending curves for all possible 

fragments up to and including He4. This was done from the computed 

range tabulated as function of Hf for each fragmento The constructed 

curves were checked by matching against actual track endings found in 

cloud chamber pictures and identified otherwiseo 

The. curves were found to match known fragment endings well~ and 

cou1d then be used to identify other unknown endings quickly provided 

·the latter were reasonably horizontal and sufficiently long., It was 

found preferable to trace actual track endings (already identified) 

for precise matching, since it was possible to obtain tracings for both 

edges of a track ; while the constructed endings were designed for an 

idrealized track of no finite width., 

Th~ tables and.ending curves could be used to identify all but 

the shor~est fragment tracks (three centimeters or less). Heavier 

fragments, howe:ver, do not lend themselves to extrapolation of their 

ranges and specific ionizations in the manner that He3 values can be 

obtained from He4 data., .. Therefore, practically all identifications 

above He4 were made by conservation of chargeo Mass balance is a rather 

.uncertain C:t:"iterion, and was used only with reservations, for the fol= 

· , lowing .reasons : 
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lo One or more neutrons may be artd usually are given off in 

each reaction at the energy used(l4)o 

2. Approximately 36 oxygen stars should have been ·seen among 

the thousand~odd stars studied; only 14were identified with any cer

tainty, leaving 22 ± 6 probabl~_'oxygen stars unaccounted foro 

3. About 11 of the stars seen must be presumed to have.been 

initiated from cl3· instead of c12 nuclei~ 

Energy and momentum balances could likewise be used as iden-

tification criteria only with reservations, since the incident neutrons 

had an energy spectrum,· and aey·secondary neutrons had unknown direction, 

momentum' and energyo The objectives of this work a:nd· the number of 

stars studied to obtain reasonable statistics precluded the application 

of energy and momentum criteria ·in all but a ·f'ew cases of' special in-

terest. 

The actual steps f'ollowed in reasoning·out a given disintegration 

reaction variedtwith the data available and the accuracy with which 
f • 

that data could be obtained. In general, determination of track den-

sity was the most inaccurate required operation~ especially for very 

dense trackso Efforts were made ·to minimize the error involved by ~sing 

a 111more than" or "less than" comparison system rather than a relative 

comparison 9 as f'ollowsg In most pictures;.tt was easy to find known 

proton recoil tracks of various densities.· Certain identification of 

the particle involved (single-prong mstars" of more than three centi-

meters length and any appreciable curvature were almost invariably 

protons) permitted use of the Hp -specific ionization table to determine 
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the specific ionization (ioeo, track density) by measuring the radius 

. of curvatureo This gave a number of check values of track density 

(specifically, the specific ionization in units of "times minimum ion

ization", henceforth called density~ for use as go, no-go gauges (mon

itor=densities) to.bracket the track densities of star fragmentso 

The major difficulties found in applying this system wereg 

lo Proton recoils of desired monitor-densities were not always 

available .in the region of observationo 

2o Variation of illumination, film, photography and develop-

ing made monitor-densities non-transferable from picture to picture 

or even to different regions of the same picture without approximationo ,. 

3o Few high monitor - densities (300 x minimum ionization and 

' over) were available, and their comparison was difficulto 

For lightly-ionizing tracks of large·radius of curvature, this 
ti 

system worked quite well; high energy singly=charged particles could 

almost always be identified with very little chance of erroro 

It is to.be noted that identification of a fragment by any 

means other than charge and mass balance automatically determines the 

kinetic energy of the fragmento Energies were recorded for all. particles 

of energy over. a few Mevo 

Go Details of Measurement 

The general plan of operation in reading the cloud chamber 

pictures was as followsg 

lo Examine pictures on stereoscopic viewer 

a~ Determine if picture is to be used~ on basis of il= 

lumination, background, and events shown 
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b., Count proton recoils present in area four inches wide 

by 12 inches long. Note dubious recoils under three centimeters 

long, caused by neutrons under 40 Mev, not originating in beamo 

Co Count andrecord stars present in same areao Count 

and record prongs., Estimate and record track densities., 

2o Examine picture on stereoscopic projector 

ao Measure slant radii of curvature and dip angles 

bo Measure ranges and beam angles where applicable 

Co Resolve dubious recoils 

do Check recoils and stars for origin within the chosen 

counting volume (four inches by 12 inches by 1.5 inches) 
.,, 

e. Make identification by track=ending curve comparisons 

where applicable. 

3. Make identifications from the data available as described 

in Section IV-E 

4.. Repeat parts of lo ·and 2. as required to resolve inconsist... 

tencieso Consider rejection of entire picture for remaining inconsist-

encies. 

5.. Record data o 

Rejection was always done by whole pictures rather than by in-

dividual stars~ since it was felt that selective rejection of individual 

stars would bias the results in favor of two~prong stars because these 

would be rejected less often on the basis of inconsistenciese 

Reasons for rejection wereg 

1.. No beam pulse 

2., Over-illumination and over-exposure 
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3o Too many short star prongs 

4. Too many P!ongs at steep angles with horizontalo This was 

not believed to introduce selective error, since prong distributions 

.assumed, on the average, to be circularly symmetric about the beam axis. 

5o Two or more stars in accidental spatial coincidence. 

Except for the reasons named, pictures were taken consecutively 

as·they came on the film roll, since it was felt that "shopping around" 

for interesting events would introduce observer bias. 

H. Normalization of Data 

Normalization of the cross sections determined for various events, 

products, and reactions was made by use of the neutron-proton scattering 

cross section. The value 77 ± 1.5 millibarns was adopted for this cross 

section after careful comparison of the results obtained by Hadley et 

~·( 6) , Breuckner et al ~ 9 ), and others • 

The ideal normalization scheme would have been one of counting 
,. 

all proton recoils produced by the beain in a given area of each picture 

(actually»· a given volume in the cloud chamberL1 counting all other events 

produced on the same region, and saying 

proton recoils per hydrogen nucleus present _ 77 millibarns (l
2

) 
desired events per carbon nucleus present - X millibarns 

to obtain X, the cross section for the event in question. 

Short proton recoils are diffucult to identify. Therefore~ 

an arbitrary cut off was made at three ·centimeters, which is the range 

of a one Mev proton elastically scattered at 84 degrees (laboratory 
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system) by a 90 Mev incident neutron. This method (used by Breuckner 

et aL(9)) requires the determination of the fraction of proton recoils 

lost thereby. 

This determination was made both analytically and graphicallyo 

For the analytical determination, the n-p cross section curve 

of Hadley ~ a1S7) was numerically integrated by approximation from 

84 to 90 degrees (laboratory.angle) and then over the whole curve; 

this yielded the fraction lost as.follows& 

(doa-1 _ 4cdc:r) . - - ~ cos elab. 
d.n.. lab d.tl.. c.m. 

proton yield 
840 to 90° (lab) 

= ·2i· 9oo ,i'!dd~\ . e . ede· _ 1 ; .. J cos sJ..n . 
-. 4o · c.m. 

Approximating do- as a constant, 
d..l'l.. 

G ~
900 

proton yield ;:::::; -41T (g_g:) cos2 ;:= 
84o to 90o d..ll. 84o c.m. 

_ (da'\ C: 2 J 9°
0 

........ · . -ri,d_gj, · (where the average 
Total yield z =4Tfl dfi) . t_<>S ~ - 4 11ld.n) . value "'is used 

C m 0 c.m. . t• ) . • • ' as approxJ..IDa J..on. 

Now (d_or\ in the region i78 to 180° is about 13 millibarns per 
l d.fl.} c.mn 

steradian, while _the average value 0° to 180° is about 8 millibarns 

per steradian~ Using these approximate values, one obtains for the 

fraction of protons lost(~ }(~J = 0.0163 or about 1.6 percent. 

For the higher and lower energy neutrons in the spectrum, this 
-

result is slightly different (2.6 percent for 60 Mev neutrons, 1.35 

percent for 120 Mev neutrons); but it is reasonable to assume on the 

basis of this approximate calculation that the fraction of protons lost 

for the 90 Mev neutron spectrum is about 1.6 ± 0.7 percent. 



The other determination was made by performing the same inte

gration graphicallyo Using the curve of Hadley et al,(7) in the center 

of mass system, multiplying this curve by sin 9cm (after extrapolating 

the curve to 180° for proton yield b,y symmetry), yielded the fraction 

of protons lost as 2.0 percent. Using the same technique on the tabular 

laboratory angle data of Hadley et al~7) -yielded lo3 percento The data 

presented by Brueckner~ ~(9), which is only in bar graph form, but 

does ext_end the data further in angle, yielded L,2 percent as the fraction 

lost. 

The final value chosen for fraction of recoil protons (under 

1 Mev). not counted was 1.5 ~ 0.5 percent. This means that in .Equation 

(12), the value 77 "t 1.5 millibarns was replaced by (O:o985 ± Oo005) times 

(77 :t 1.5) or 76 r 2 millibarnso 

A final step needed for normalization was the determination 

of the relative numbers of nuclei of carbon and hydrogen present in 

the_cloud· chamber gas. This was done as follows~ Taking the partial 

gas pressures shown in Table II, one computed the relative numbers of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen nuclei present (remembering that the methane 

used contained one percent of.ethane): 

Gar bon: 4 7 o 925 

Hydrogen: 263.95 

Oxygen 1.75 

The oxygen necessarily present is a source of error. This 

error was·decreased somewhat by discarding all stars identified as 

oxygen stars. These numbered fourteen. On the basis of the above 
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relative numbers of nuclei, and apptoximatingthe oxygen star formation 

cross section as equal to that ·Of carbon,.·. one should find about 36 ox-

ygen stars among 1000 starso · Therefore, :the relative number for oxy-

gen {1. 75) was reduced to (36 - 14)/36 x L;75, or 1.,07 and then lumped 

with the carbon number to yield 

Carbon 48o995 and hydrogen 263o95, or;a hydrogen-to-carbon 

target-nucleus ratio of 5o387o 

It is believed that the error admitted by ltimping the undiscov-

ered oxygen stars with carbon stars is actually less than the apparent 

2o2 percent given by 1.,07 parts in 48o995 because oxygen nuclei probably 

behave very much in the same manner as do carbon nuclei for knock-out 

processes at 90 Mev, and it is among these two-prong stars that mcs t 

of the undiscovered oxygen stars are apt to be, since multiprong oxy-

gen stars were more easily discoveredo · Therefore, the oxygen-inclusion 

error was called ± one percento 

Equation· (12) could now be niodified to read, for a given re= 

action X in carbon~ 

v-"7<- (millibarns) : 
. 76 millibarns 

number of proton recoils counted 
(n~ber of events ~counted){5a387) 

(13) 

The error introduced thus far by the 11app~ent 11 n-p cross sec

tion of 76 millibarns and by the ratio 5o387 was estimated as ± 3o5 

percent (taking into account the probable error of the best n=p cross 

section value, oxygen error, and gas pressure determination error)9 

Naturally~ this error increased for any actual cross section computed 

by Equation (13) because of statistical variations and errors·'in count= 

ing proton recoils and carbon eventso 
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Io Results of Cloud Chamber. Method 

The cloud chamber method yielded a number of cross sections 

which are shown in the summary of Table VIIo In presenting the cloud 

chamber data~ the following. conventional symbols have been usedg 

p :;:;: proton 

d :: deuteron 

t - triton 

0:. ~ helium, mass number not determined experimentally 

Li :::.lithium, mass number not determined experimentally, 

Be ::: berylliurn1 mass number not determined experimentally 

B ::: boron, mass number not determined experimentally 

Neutrons leaving the target nucleus are not indicated in this 

system~ since their number is usually undeterminedo For example, the 

notation (p, d~ Be) indicates a cloud chamber star consisting of three 

visible prongs = one proton, one deuteron, one beryllium residual 

nucleus of undetermined isotopic number~ and an undetermined number 

of neutronso 

Comparison with other data 

The cross section for star formation was calculated to be 232 ± 17 

millibarnso Adding on the 22 t 4 millibarns of ell production (not 

detected in star analysis), one obtained 254 t 21 millibarnso De Juren 

and Knable(2) obtained a value of 224 ± 40 millibarns at 95 Mev, which 

wo~d presumably have become about 237 ± 40 millibarns at 90 Mevo These 

two results agree within their errorso 



A second comparison was made with the data of Hadley and York{6), 

as follows: 

Product 

Cross Section 
(millibarns) 

(author) 
Cross Section 
(millibarns) 
(Hadley-York) 

Protons over 
20 Mev 

90 ± 20 

Deuterons over 
27 Mev 

26 ± 6 

Tritons over 
33 Mev 

3 ± 0.8 

A third comparison made was of the yield of protons over 35 

Mev, estimated by Hadley and York to be about 52 millibarnso The value 

obtained in the present work was 57o5 ± 5 millibarnso This agreement 

seems to indicate that no appreciable number of protons was lost through 

mistaking two-prong stars for proton recoilso 

An attempt was made to determine the elastic cross section by 

counting all the short single-prong tracks, and then subtracting the 

22 millibarns of ell reaction and the 1 millibarn ~f ".lost" proton 

recoilso This was not too satisfactory a process, since extremely 

short tracks were hard to differentiate from the film backgroundo 

The elastic cross section thus determined was 250 ± 60 rnillibarns, which 

is L~ fair agreement with the value computed from the work of De Juren 

and Knaole( 2), namely 285 ±' 25 millibarns, but agrees only because of 

the rather large error that must be assigned to the measured value. 

Adding the elastic and inelastic cross sections thus determined yields 

a value for the total cross section, as follows~ 

Star formation 

cl2(n.?2n)cll 

Elastic collision 

232 ~17 millibarns 

22 t 4 

250 ±" 60 

504 ±" 80 
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which agrees with the value of 520 ± 15 millibarns extrapolated to 90 

Mev from the work of De Juren and Knable(2)o 

Analysis of Results 

Some deductions can be made to remedy the lack of experimental 

determinations of the isotopic {mass) numbers of heavy fragments in 

the cloud chamber methodo This involves mass balancing and a number · 

of assumptions, as followsg 

lo Only the unstarred fragments shown in Table III are assumed 

possible a 

2o The lol percent of c13 present in the target is assumed 

to undergo reactions in the same manner as ol2, and hence not to favor 

any particular type of reaction., For 90 Mev incident neutrons~· this does 

not seem an unreasonable assumptiono 

3o The 2o2 percent of o16 lumped with cJ2 (as mentioned before) 

is also assume~ to favor no particular reactiono 

4o It is estimated that no free neutron (including the incident 

neutron) leaves the target nucleus, in about ten percent of all reactions 

in which. at least one charged particle is knocked auto 

This estimate is arrived at as follows& 

ao The 5 millibarn yield for cl2(njp)Bl2 found by the rotating 

disc method, compared to the 95 millibarn yield for (p,B) stars found 

by the cloud chamber method indicates that about five percent of the 

incident neutrons which knock out single protons remain trapped in 

the.residual boron.nucleuso 

bo .In the case of (d,B) stars, a plot of the energy distribution 

of the high-energy deuterons (over 27 Mev) shows a distinct peak at 
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about 70 Mev, and a lower broad maximum at about 30 to 40 Mev. The 

higher peak is assumed to be due to deuteron pick-up-with no free neu

tron leaving the nucleus, while the lower maximum is assumed to be due 

to a spallation _with neutron emission. A rough resolution into these 

two.classes (limited by the presence of only sixty-six pertinent events 

in over a thousand stars) would seem to indicate that about one-third 

of the high-energy (over 27 Mev) deuterons are emitted by pick-up, and 

therefore about 20 percent of all (d,B) stars were accompanied by no 

emitted neutrons (i.e., about 5 TiTJdlibarns worth). See Fig. 17. 

c. In the case of deuterons emitted in stars of tjpe other 

than (d,B), the low deuteron energies found as a rule seem to indicate 

irery few pick-up processes (presumably followed by spallation) if any; 

it is doubtful that the subsequent spallations required in such cases 

(to produce the fragments seen) •would not result in neutron emissiono 

do In the case of (t,B) stars, the triton energy distribution 

seems to indicate that about half of these occurred by pick-up with 

no neutron emission (i.e., 1.8 millibarns worth).· 

e. If Be8 is assttmed to be the intermediate step for production 

of alpha pairs, then the 1o8 ±. 0.6 millibarns of (d, t.J2.d::.) stars occur 

with no neutron emission. 

f. The two unainbiguous reactions cl2(n;tJce...)Li 6 and c12(n, 2d,, t )Li 6 

give 1.8 r0.7 millibarns of-no neutron emission. 

The abo>ve reactions, especially the pick ... up and n-p processes, 

are the more likely ones to give no neutron emis.sion, and yield about 

.15 millibarns of no neutron emission out of 250 millibarns worth of 
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.inelastic event~, ioe., about six percento Allowing an dncrement for 

·undetected no-neutron emissions among the other reactions in accordance 

with hand Coraises the estimate to about ten percento 

It is now possible to make some deductions regarding yields of 

specific heavy isotopes: 

1., The 4ol Il.,O millibarn cross section for {d, t, Be) stars 

is the minimum possible cross section for Be7 productiono (Assumptions 

· 1, 2 ~ and 3 2!, 4) 

2., If all four assumptions are used, the greatest part of the 

following_cross sections may be added to give a new and higher estimate 

of Be 7 cross section: 

(d, d,Be) stars- 5.,7 .± L3 mb 

(p, t, Be) stars- 2o9± Oo9 mb 

("'-, Be) stars - 2.,5 ± Ll mb 

The final result of 14o5 ± 4~3 millibarns for the Be7 production cross 

section which is to be compared with the rotating disc method value of 

8o8 ± 4o6 millibarnso 

3., The maximum BelO cross section is 16ol ± 3.,5 millibarns 

if assumption 4 is not used, but drops to 6.,8 t lo6 millibarns if as

sumption 4 is used; this latter value is the mos't pt'obable cross sectiono 

4o Using all four assumptions 9 Be9 is assigned a maximum yield 

of 15 ± 3.,5 millibarns., 

5., The yield of Be8 (as an intermediate nucleus in the process 

of making two alphas) is assigned a maximum value of 26t 4 millibarnso 
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6o Using all four assumptions, Li8 is assigned a maximum yield 

of 3.4 ~ lo4 millibarnso This includes a maximum possible yield of 

0.2 ± 0.2 millibarns of Li9 •. The value for Li8 is higher than the 

experimental resUlt of Oo8 t Oo4 millibarns found by the rotating disc 

method, but does not necessarily contradict it, since the deduced result 

is a maximum. The deduced Li9 yield agrees with that deduced by the 

rotating disc method { < 1 millibarn) o 

7. The respective yields of Li7 and Li6 cannot. be deduced from 

the evidence at hand. The sum of Li7 and Li6 yields is about 40 milli-

barns., 

8. In the case of boron isotopes; the rotating disc method 

furnished 4.93 ± 1.0 millibarns for :sl2 and < 1 millibarn for B8 yield, 

but the present analysis discloses no breakdown of the ··115 millibarns 

of Bll plus B10 yield. 

9. No deductions can bemade from the cloud chamber results 

concerning He6 yield; the rotating disc method result was 2o54± 0.96 

millibarns. 

See Tables VIII and IX for a summary of the deductions made in 

this section. 
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Vo CONCLUSIONS 

The cross sections determined' by the two methods cover the pos:... 

sible reactions (within the definition of the word mreaction" as given 

in Section I) induced in carbon by 90 Mev neutronso In the case of the 

cloud c!la.mber method, only limited and approximate identifications of 

heavy fragments could be made as regards their mass numbers o The ro-

tating disc method, however, fill.ed in this data in the case of several 

radioactive products, with the notable exception .of BelOo 

The mechanisms by which high and low energy singly charged par-

.tiGles (protons, deuterons, and tritons) are produced may be compared 

by means of the data in Table VIIo Of the.high energy singly charged 

particles, 74 percent ofthe protons, 57 percent of the deuterons and 

.50 percent of the tritons were produced from two-prongstars (by knock-

on or pick-up); the remainder came from mul ti-fr'agrnent stars of spal~ , [ · · .. i; 

lationse· 

It is, therefore, noteworthy how well the yields for p9 B stars 

(95 :t. 9, millibarns) d;B stars (24 ± 4) and t,B stars (3o6 ± 1) agree 

numerically with the yields for high energy protons (95 "±: 9), deuterons 

(26 ~ J) and tritons (3 ± 1) from all reactionso 
-

·The total proton, deuteron and triton yields, of all en~rgies 

and.from all reactions, were 172o5"t.l5, 89o5::!: 10, and 2lo5:!: 6milli-

barns respectively, showing a greater preponderance of deuterons and 

tritons relative to protons than was the case in the yields of high 

energy singly charged particleso 
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It can be stated with someassurance that Li8 is present as 

a residual nucleus, that the splitting of carbon into three alpha par

ticles does occur with 90 Mev neutrons' and that carbon does split into 

two heavy fragments (Li, Li or ri.., Be). 

~e6 was not identified in the cloud chamber experiment except 

in one questionable case of a p,p,He3, (He4 or He6) four-prohg star. 

However, anumber of the particles designated by "~"in the cloud chamber 

results are undoubtedly He6 or He3, particularly among the four prong 

starse 

The cross sections measured by Hadley and· York have been veri

fied and .extended to encompass lower energy singlycharged particleso 

It is believed that the m~in objectives of this work have been 

reachedo The cloud chamber method yielded a great deal more data of 

better quality than did the rotating disc method, but the latter could 

give some data not obtainable with the formere The only final limitations 

to the cloud chamber method are the skill and pat!ence of the operatcr~ 

while the rotating disc method has definite limitations as follows: 

lo The high beam-on background. · This could be reduced by ar

ranging to count only between beam pulses~ 

2e The present errors in the short half-lives involvedo 

3o ·.Cumulative errors involved in subtracting successive beta 

activity count rateso 

4o Only reaction products with suitable lifetimes can be iden-

tif'iedo 
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Isotope Kctivity 
--

Bl2 ~-
~. 

Li9 (3-

B8 $+ 

<• 

He6 B-

118 ,6'-

010 ,g+ 

ell tf+ 

. 

Be7 · K-cap 

BelO. ' s-

TABLE I" 

POSSieLE RADIOACTIVE PRODUCTS OF CARBON 

Ma:X:irin.un Beta . -

Half-Life Energy (Mev) Remarks Reference 
I 

Oo022 ± Oo002 S 1.3o46 ;t Oo06 Becker and Gaerttner~ Physo Rev • . 
~J 855 (19.39) - ... 

Oo025 s Hornyak and Lauritsen, Phys. 1 

Revo 77, 160 (1950) · 
0.027 ;!: Oo002 S Jelly and Paul~ Proc. Camo Philo i 

Soco M,, 1.3.3 (1948) .. . i 

Ool68 ± 0.004 S .-- 11 Knable 3 Phys. Rev. ~' 1054: I 

(1951) . . . I 

·- I 

0.65 s 1.3o7 :t 0 • .3 !Aivarez~ Physo Rev. 80 9 519 
(1951) . 

! 

Oo87 :t 0.06 s 3o7 no '( .Latha.ril2> Nature ~ .367 (1947) 

0.89 .;t 0.02 s 12o.? n©J o Hornyak and Lauristenl' Phys. Rev. 
7:1, 160 (1950) -

19ol ± Oo8 s 2o2 ± 0.1 ¥' Oo96 Mev Sherr~ Muether and White, Physc; 
Revo 22,, 282 (1949) · 

20o5 m Oo98 no o So1omo~9 Phys. Rev o -§Q.~ 279 
(1941). -

" Townsend, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 177, 
~57 (1941) 

52.9.3 :t 0.22 d 0.48 (Y) one 'r' per 10.7 ~egre and Wiegand, Phys. Rev. 72., 
disintegrations ;39 (1949) 

2o5 X 106 yr 0.56 ± 0.01 no~ McMillan, Phys. Rev. 72, 591 
(1947) 

-

& 
0' 
H 
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TABLE II 

CLOUD CHAMBER GAS STOPPING POWER 

Partial 
Pressure 

Gas - in em~ Hg 
' 

Me. thane 47o45 

Hydrogen 34.85 

Water Vapor lo75 
·• 

total 
pressure = 84o05 

Molecular Stopping 
Power Relative to 
Air at STP 

Oo86 

Oo20 

Oo74 

~- ·- - ---·-· - ·-

Partial Stopping Power 

47o45/76 X Oo86: 0.536 

34.85/76 X 0~20 = Oo091 

lo75/76 X Oo74: Oo017 

tGltal 
stopping power 
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TABLE III 

ASSUMED POSSIBLE FRAGMENTS OF CARBON STARS 

Atomic Number Isotopes 
r 

0 nl 

'1 Hl H 2 H3 

2 He3 He4 He6 

3 Li6 Li7 148 Li9 

4 Be7 Be8if Be9 BelO Be11* 

5 B8 B9* BlO Ell Bl2 

6 010 ell c12 ·• 013 

* Heavy-particle unstable 



TABLE IV 
-" 

600 rpm run data in counts per 3 minutes, corrected for beam ~_intensity variation 

eo (1) Raw (2) Background, (3) Gll buildup count (4) Li8- He6 __ clO (5) Bl2 activity , 
degrees count beam on (calculated) (speed ·conv~rted) ( 1= ( 2 - 3- 4) ) 

" 

45° 16102 5866 -1178 1860 7198 

67o5 ''12156 3343 964 1859-. 5810 

90 10042 2648 710 1858 4826 

112o5 8788 2421 460 1857 4048 

135 7538 2149 144 1855 3390 

225 7404 2080 1978 1845 1501 

247o5 7415 2426 1880 1844 1269 

270 7318 2690 1746 1842 1052 

292o5 8059 3650 1616 1841 953 

315 '10658 6691 1309 1840 818 

ell count: 5565 cotints (background subtracted) in 10 minutes, taken 1 minute after beam offo 
Beam was on 39o50 minuteso 

I 
0' 

"' I 



TABLE V 

60 rpm data in counts per 3 minutes, corrected for beam intensity variation 

8 (1) Raw count (2) Background-9 (3) all buildu) count (4) Remaining activities 0 
degrees beam on .(calculated (1-(2 - 3)) 

45 11288 5866 1155 4267 

67.5 7390 3343 950 3097 

90 5972 2648 700 2624 

112.5 5255 2421 450 2284 

135 4580 2149 161 2271 

225 5964 2080 1950 1934 I 
-.J 
0 

2426 1850 1671 
I 

247.5 5947 

270 6020 2690 1700 1630 

292.5 6186 3650 1540 1547 

315 9442 6691 1290 1461 

ell count: 5593 counts (background subtracted) in 10 minutes, taken 1 minute after beam off. 
Beam was on 42.50 minutes. 



TABLE VI 

Absorption and Transmission Data 

Self-Absorption Factor 
Activity Max. Energy Single disc Double disc 

(143.5 rng/cm2) (287 rng/crn2) 

B 12 13.43 Mev 0.97 ± 0.02 0.92 - ± 0.02 

Li8 12.8 Mev 0.965 ± 0.02 0.915 ± 0.02 

He6 3.7 Mev 0.87 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.03 

clO 2.2 Mev 0.67 ;!::: 0.03 0.485 ± 0.03 

ell 0.98 Mev 0.328 :!: 0.01 0.159 ±- 0.01 
-- -----···- ---- ----------

Counter Window 
Transmission Factor 

0.995 

0.995 

0.99 

0.98 

0.955 

Air 
Transmission 

Factor 

0.999 

0.999 

0.99 

0.98 

0.951 

i 
--J 

'I' 
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TABLE VII 

Results of Cloud Chamber Method. Cross sections expressed in millibarns 
(10~27 cm2), normalized to the n-p cross section 

Star 

Two prong: 

- p~ 

dB - .. 

t B 

cr;. ·Be . ' 

Li Li-

·• 

(Unidentified 
!l'wo Prong 

Three Prong: 

.. 

d....:t: t::;/:.. 

... --

He3 oL... a<. 

-- - ' 
_, 

po<...Li . 

' 

p He3 Li 

· dolLi 

d He3 Li 

Number 
Found 

·557 . 

422 

104. 

16 

Cross Section 

125 ± 10 

95 ± 9 

'24 ± 4 

3.6 ± 1.0 

11 ±2. 2.5 ± 1.1 

-4 :t 2 0.9 :t 0.6 

4) ... 

318 71 ± 9 

43 9.8 .± 2.0 

5 l.l± 0.4 

78 17 0 7 .t 2.5 

7 l.6 ± 0.6 

46 10.5 ± 2.0 

2 0.4 :r 0.2 

No. of 
protons of
energy over 
20 Mev. 

278 

···r·'- 278 ... { 

I 

68 

30 

1 

No. of 
deuterons 
of energy. 
over 27 Mev. 

66 

66 

25 

.. 

10 

No. of 
tritons of 
energy over 
33 Mev. 

7 

7 

3 

\ 



Star 

. to(Li 

t··He3 Li 

p p Be· 

·-'. p d Be 

p t Be 

d d Be 

d t Be 

Four Prong 

ppc:i=-J:. 

p p He3 .t.. 

pdo<..~ 

p d He3 o<. 

d d o<:.. d:.. .. . 

d t o<.o:: 

d t He3 <:A 

p t o<.. if--
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No. of 
prot(:m~ of 

Number energy over 
Fou..-.d Cross Section 20 .. Mev, 

6 ' .1.4 t. 0.5 

4 0.9 .± 0.4 

28 6.3·.t 1.5 19 

43 9.8 ± 2.0 12 

.. 13 2.9 ±. 0.9 .. 6 

25 50 7 ± 1.3 . 

18 4.1 ± 1o0 

151 34 ± 7• 32 . -

29 6.6 ± 1.5 11 
. . .. . .. 

2 0.4 ± 0.02 
. 

41 9.3 ..;t 2.0 10 
-

1 0.2 .:r 0.2 1 

25 5.7 ± 1.3 

8 1.8 ± 0.6 

5 1.1 ;!- 0.4 
.. 

15 3•4 ± LO 4 

No. of No •. of' 
deuterons tritons of 
of energy energy over 
over 27 Mev. 33 Mev. 

I 

11 

1 

. 3 

•1 2 

'17 3 

.. 
' 

11 

2 1 

1 

1 



Star 

. p t He3d.. 

p p p Li 

p p d Li 

........ 

p d d Li 

d d d Li 

p d t Li 

d d t Li 

Five Prong 

pppdo--

Number 
Foundu;;;· 

2 ··) 
f:J 

1 

7 

5 
.. 

1 

7 

2' 

7 

2 

ppdd..._ 1 

pdddo<- 1 

pddto<- 3 

Total Stars 1033 

Heavy Fragments: 

B 542 

Be 304 .!' 4 
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No. of 
protons of 
energy o.ver 

CrossoSeetio:D.r:··t20 Mev. 

No. of 
deuterons 
of energy 
over 27 Mev. 

No. of 
tritons o:f 
energy over 
33 Mev., 

0.4 ± 0~2 1 

0.2 ± 0.2 2 

1.6 ± 0.6 2 

1.1 :!: 0.4 2 

0.2 ~ 0.2 . 

1.6 i 0.6 1 1 1 

0.4 ± 0.2 

1.6 ± 0.6 

0.4 ± Oi.2 

Oo2 ± Oo2 

0.2 j;- 0.2 

0.7 .± 0.3 

232 :t: 17 378 115 13 

120 .:t 12 \ 

79! 9 \Th:ts: :includes, :pr-esumed: ~se8---4 200\) 



. 
. Star 

Li 

Number·· 
Found 

170 .i 4 
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Noo of 
protons of 
energy over 

· Cross Section 20' Mev o · · • · 

.. 
44± 7 

~· 

Singly Charged Particles: 
- .. 

p 769 173 ;t 15 378 

d 400 90 ;!;. 10 . 
.. 

t ,, 96 22 ± 6 
.. ... 

Noo of 
deuterons 
of energy 
over 27 Mevo 

.. 

115 

-

Noo of 
. tritons of 
energy over 
33 Mevo 

-

13 
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TABLE VIII 

SUMMARY-OF REACTIONS. 

1. Production of Carbon Isotopes 

Reaction 

.... ($.?(n}~)cl~ :(elastic! sca.tt) 

c:l2(n;2n)ell 

oJ-2(n;3n)al0 

Gross Section 

275 ~50 mb.(2) 

22 .:!: 4 mb. (5) 

0.67 ± Oo50 mb. 

Method 

Ref. (2) 

Ref. (5) 

Rot. Disc. 

2. Production of Boron Isotopes (Two-Prong Stars) Rotating Disc 

cl2(n;p)~2 ' 
(n;p,n)Bl-1 
(n ·p 2n):Bl0 ,_.' 
(n;p,4n)B8 

Cloud Chamber Method Method 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- --- - -- 4. 9.3 ± 1.0 mb. 

95 .!. 9 mb. 

- - ·- - -- - - - - !.__ - - - - - - ---

\ 

\ 
cl2(n;d)Bll 

(n,·d,n)Bl0 24 ~ 4 mb • . , 8 \ -
(n;d,3n)B - - - --- - - __ ~--~. ~1-.0 mb. 

C n;t, .l:l 3e·IOl·- 1 mb. , 12( )-10 ~ . · ·•L -t- ' I 

(n;t,2n)B8- - -- -- :- - -- -- --- - -- - _ 1 

3. Production of Be Isotopes (2 and 3 - prong Stars) 

cl2(n;2p~n)Bel0] . 6.3 :t 1.5. mbo 
(n;2p,2n)Be9 

cl2;;;;~i;;!~: J- ~ -- --- ~-~ ~· 2 ~b~ - - - - \, 

~n;d,p,3n)Be 7 - - - - -- -- -- - ---- - -- -\ 8.8 ± 4.6 mb. 
. ,1 

(n;2d)Be9 } + · / ~ 
(n;2d,2n)Be? ________ _2._7 _ .... _~3- ~.__ ___ _J ,'1

1 
- / 

12(· . ) 9 J Jil 

G (;;~:~,~)Be)- - - --- -~~ ~ 0~9_m!?o__-- - _}// 
~ ~ . I 

*Cl2(n;t,d,n)Be J- ______ ~ _4!_l_-_ ~.Q_ ~Qo_--- - 1 J 

c12(n;c~,)Be9 _l 2.5 .±- 1.1 mb. ___ _/ · 
(n;c:><J2n)Bej'---------- --- ---



4o Production of Be8*~2 ex. 

*Cl2 (n ;o(., n) 2 ot. ... 
*Cl2(n;He3,2n)2~ 
*Cl2(n; 2p,3n )20(. 
*cl2(n;p,d, 2n)20(. 

. *Cl2(np2d,n)2oe. 
*Gl2(n;p, t,n)2 oc. 
*cl2 (n ;,d, t) 2 o{. 

-77= 

. 9.8 ± 2.0 mbo 
lol :!: 0.4 mb. 
6.6 .± 1.5 mb. 

·9.3 ± 2.0mb~ 
5.7 .:t. 1.3mb. 
3.4 .± 1.5 mbo 
1·og :!: 0.6 .mb. 



'\c~2(h;Li~)Li7 
c12(n;Li6,n)L:t6 

*Cl2(n;to.)Li6 
*Cl2(n;2d,t)Li6 

*Denotes unambiguous reactions. 

-78-

0.9 ± 0.6 mb. 

1.4· ± 0.5 rob. 
0.4 .t 0.2 mb. 



TABLE IX 

YIELD OF HEAVY FRAGMENTS 

Fr t c Sect· Rotating Disc Method 

010 0.67 ± 0.50 mbo 

B12 4.93 ± LO rub. 

Bll ---
BlO - = ~ 

B8 <l.O mb. 

BelO 

~e9 ---
Be8* (~ ~ ---
Be? 8.8 ±- 4.6 mbo 

Li9 <'1.0 mb. 

Li8 0.82 ± 0.42 mbo 

Li? ---
Li6 : ---
He6 2.;;4·± 0.96 mbo 

·' 

c - _. __ Sect· Cloud Chamber Method 

=- = 

-- - I 

} . I 
. ' 

118 ± 13 rub. 
. 

.I 

6.8 t 1.6 Ihbo 

15 j" 3o5 ~bo 

26'-t 4 mbo 

14.5 ! 4.3 mbo 

0.2 ± 0.2 mb. 

+ . 3.4 - 1.4 mb. 

J 40 ~7mb: 
-· 

---
-~--·----

I 
-.,J 
-..() 
8 
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Fig. 2 

Rotating disc apparatus, left view. 
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MU3954 . 

Exploded view of countingitube and shield. 
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Fig. 4 

General setup of rotating disc experiment. 



EDGE OF 
ROTATING 

SHADED AREA REPRESENTS INSTANTANEOUS EFFECTIVE BOMBARDED REGION 
INNER CIRCLE REPRESENTS INSTANTANEOUS EFFECTIVE COUNTED REGION 

OUT,ER CIRCLE REPRESENTS BEAM SIZE AT ROTATING DISC 

MU3955' 

Fig. 5 

Bombarded area diagram. 
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Idealized rotating disc diagram. 
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Theoretical sl2 activity at various disc speeds. 
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Fig. 8 

Theoretical Li8 ~ He6 activity at various disc speeds. 
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Theoretical B12 ~ Li8 ~ He6 activity at various 
disc speeds. 
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Data and calculation flow chart. 
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CD RAW DATA 

BEAM·ON BACKGROUND AND C11 ACTIVITY 
SUBTRACTED 

+ 

® 
@ OTHER SHORT-LIVED ACTIVITIES SUBTRACTED 

102~------~~----~----------~------~------~~-------L------~ 0° 270 315° 

ANGULAR COUNTING POSITION (6) MU3962 

Fig. 11 

Typical 600 rpm run data. 
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Fig. 12 

Typical backgro~d data. -
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Fig. 13 

Typical 60 rpm run data. 
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Fig. 16 

Graphic integration of n-p cross section curve. 
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Energy distribution of high energy deuterons. 




